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CARILLON
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
4600 SUNSET AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46208
VOLUME 2
'The Blocks Of Stone
Wherewith These Walls Were
Made Have Each Their Places.
There The Workman Laid Them.
Each Alone Of Small
Significance. Together They
Defy Both Time And Blade.
"
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"Drink Deep Or Taste
Not The Pierian Spring;
Tliese Shallow Draughts
Intoxicate The Brain; And
Drinking Largely Sobers
Us Again."
Robert J. Aley
President of Butler, 1928
4
students Seek
Guidance In The Paths
Of Living And Learning
— Their Personalities
Should Not Be Stifled
By Studies, But Should
Be Invigorated By The
Beauty Of Knowledge.
6 • OPENING

ii
I Do Not Regard The
Pursuit Of Excellence
A New Idea At Butler,
Rather, I Believe That
It
Is Essential For Us
To Intensify Our
Desire. Every Member
Of The Faculty And
Staff Should
8 • OPENING
Make A Personal
Commitment To Engage
In This Pursuit
Relentlessy. We Have No
Room And Should Have
No Tolerance .
.
For Those Who Wish
To Pursue Lesser Goals."
President Johnson, 1983
OPEHING
10 • OPENING
"To Found And Maintain An
Instutution Of Learning Of Tine
Highest Glass, For Education Of
The Youth Of All Parts Of The
United States ..."
Ovid Butler, Butler's Charter
12 • OPENING
THE BULLDOGS ARE
BACK FOR GOOD
i
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OPENING • 13
"It Is Not Often We Show The
University As An Entity. A
Whole Is Made Up Of Many
Parts, And So Is A University
Made Up Of
_ I Individual Efforts. The
Result Equals The Excelling
^m Form In A University."
WMW Thomas Hegarty,
Vice-President For Academic
Affairs
14 • OPENING
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"At Times It
Seems Like
Only Time
Changes, .
.
. . .
Until We Notice
16 • OPENING I
That Nothing Ever
Stays The Same.
urn The Page
And See For Yourself
The History Of Butler
18 • OPENING
OPENING • 19
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Getting ttie ball out of Bulldog territory, Stryzinski gives the defense
some breattiing room.
Valpo's tailback is cut down by defensive back Tom Puchley.
22 . FOOTBALL
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Plotting the strategy tor the Bulldogs, Head Coach Bill
Sylvester contemplates the situation.
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Kelly Minnick lunges forward for a Bulldog first down
FOOTBALL • 23
Steve Torrence and Steve Kollias close in on Valpo's quarterback.
Curt Roy readies his arm as Ine searches for a receiver.
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Coach Don Benbow gives instructions to the defense before they enter the field.
Nose-guard Brian Bertke closes in on Cal-Davis's Q.B.
FOOTBALL • 25
Butler women harriers Mona McNeely, Martha Dossmon, Irish Devine and Kris Lederer come down the Patty Welsh strides onto the track during the race.
hill and head for the woods.
Irish Devine and Kris Lederer know that laughter can be
the best medicine, especially during a long race.
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Kathy Brusko nears the end of the long race as she enters the track for the
last lap.
26 • WOMEN'S CROSS-COUNIRY
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Mitzi Lyons and Mona McNeely round the corner and
head for home
:^'. First-year coach Joe Meadors watches the exciting finish.
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY • 27
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HCC Coach-of-the-Year Stan Lyons and Manager Margret Mines. Freshman Top Runner Ron Pepple strides around the course.
28 • CROSS-COUNTRY
Bob Schroer and Dave McMillsn come off Ifie tracts and enter the
trees.
Dave Dahlberg leads tiis opponents around tlie course.
Cross-Country • 29
Butler's number two singles player. Nancy
Baker, studies the ball.
30 • WOMEN'S TENNIS
Women's Tennis coach Barb Greenburg jokes with an opposing coach
Caught a little out of position, Nancy Babbitt makes the best of a bad
situation.
With perfect service form, Staci Hewig proves wfiy she's Butler's
number one singles player.
WOMEN'S TENNIS - 31
Rene Evans has full support from the rest of the Lady Bulldogs.
Senior Sue Ivlorris races to keep the ball in play.
32 • VOLLEYBALL
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Rene Evans spikes the ball against cross-town rival I.C U Coach Jona Braden takes time-out to further discuss the game plan with her
team.
VOLLEYBALL • 33
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im Haseley puts one up over
the opposition.
Darrin Fitzgerald brings the ball down the court
Larry Ikerd ta^^es the long shot
34 • MEN'S BASKETBALL
Tim McRoberts stretches for the rebound.
MENS BASKETBALL • 35
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Seniors Tim McRoberts and Danny Jarrett team up lor the pass.
it^ ;.'
Chad Tucker shoots through the crowd.
36 • MEN'S BASKETBALL
Danny Jarrett goes for the shot from the top of the
key.
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Sophomore Mark Beam takes his man on defense.
Darrin Fitzgerald sets up the play as he brings the ball down court.
MENS BASKETBALL • 37
Coach Mason and her Lady Bulldogs focus their
attention on the activity down court.
In an effort to block the ball, Chris Essington drives towards the ball.
38 • WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
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Martha Dossman works her way around her opponent.
Sue Morris scrambles with Dayton for the rebound.
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Babbett Ruby watches as
Elza Purvlicis tal<es the
foul shot.
WOMEN'S BASKETB.ALL • 39
B.U. All-Time leading scorer and 1983-84 MVP Elza Purvlicis shows her
form.
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Natalie Hornsby shows her aggressive defense on the full-court Sue Morris breaks for the basket as her teammate takes the long shot.
press.
40 • WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Chris Essington takes the ball and moves in for the
lay-up.
Natalie Hornsby pulls up for the jumper Elza Purvlicis takes another long jumper.
Chris Essington powers her war over the defense to take the shot.
WOMEIsl'S BASKETBALL • 41
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Joe Gentry, right, and Demi Allen, left, teamed up in doubles to post a 15-5 record.
Freshman Bryant Darney serves a winner.
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Senior Demi Allen shows his #1 singles form.
RECORD.SETTING S'^TI.^
Mary Kristek dives into the lead Male Bulldog swimmers get ready for their race.
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Tim Burton hands off to his teammate in the relays.
Ron Pepple strides around the track in the longer distances.
Eric Patton takes his leap in Ihe long jump.
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Getting the out at first.
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SOFTBALL • 49
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Joe Segarra gets welcomed home after scoring a ru
Mike Blackburn takes the big swing with positive results.
50 • BASEBALL
Ine Segarra hits the long ball.
Another Butler hit by Rick Freese.
BASEBALL • 51
Gary Gatman reaches to save point
Tony Bushnell clowns around before the match.
52 • INTRAMURALS
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Mark Carlson outlines the course before ttie race.
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Teddi Joyce takes the arrow out. no score.
IMTRAML'R.'M.S • 53
Getting up over the net to slam the ball
Hoping the arrow hit its mark
Irish Devine gets some last minute hints from a teammate.
54 • INTRAtvlURAL
The archer takes her mark.
Scott Law spikes the ball over the net
^^
Blocking the ball.
INTRAMURALS • 55
Ifust Pictures^
56 • JUST PICTURES
JUST PICTURES • 57
I SPORTS REPORT:
FOOTBALL
BU 9-1-1 OPP
19 Wayne State 6
20 Dayton 3
14 Wittenberg 3
41 Valparaiso 35
31 Franklin 17
38 Georgetown 14
24 Ashland 9
21 Evansville 21
24 St. Joseph's 7
26 Indiana Central 6
NCAA Division II Playoffs
6 UC-Davis 25
BASEBALL
BU 10-18 OPP
2
7
5
5
1
2
3
4
13
7
1
6
5
3
16
8
5
2
7
5
15
3
2
2
Flagler
Geneva
Jacksonville, FL
Ferris State
Ferris State
St. Joseph's
St. Joseph's
lUPUl
lUPUl
Valparaiso
Valparaiso
Purdue
Franklin
Evansville
Xavier
Xavier
Purdue
Franklin
Franklin
Notre Dame
Notre Dame
Notre Dame
Notre Dame
Marian
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
3
2
18
4
7
10
1
7
4
2
19
1
14
10
7
8
10
2
10
16
4
2
6
13
20
1
WOMEN'S
TENNIS
BU 9-8 OPP
Northern Kentucky
Xavier
Dayton
DePauw
Notre Dame
St. Mary's
lUPUl
Indiana State
Taylor
Indiana University-Southeast
Valparaiso
DePauw
ISU-Evansville
Sinclair
Indiana Central
Evansville
Cincinnati
North Star Conference: 2nd
MEN'S
SWIMMING
BU 3-8 OPP
55 St Louis 58
38 Eastern Illinois 74
38 DePauw 77
32 Vincennes 79
37 Olympia A.C. 58
59 Xavier 51
62 Valparaiso 37
52 Wittenberg 54
43 Wabash 73
Principia-forfeit to Butler
32 Evansville 65
Midwestern City Conference: 4th
Heartland Collegiate Conference: 3rd
WOMEN'S
SWIMMING
BU 2-8 OPP
35
40
59
22
41
39
75
45
53
43
St. Louis
Eastern Illinois
DePauw
Ball State
Vincennes
Olympia A.C.
Xavier
Valparaiso
Wittenberg
Evansville
77
73
53
85
54
72
36
61
86
62
MEN'S TENNIS
BU 4-10 OPP
Purdue
Wabash
Wisconsin-Whitewater
Marian
Valparaiso
St. Joseph's
Lewis
Eastern Illinois
lUPUl
Detroit
Evansville
Xavier
Notre Dame
DePauw
HCC Tournament: 2nd
MCC Tournament: 8th
SOFTBALL
BU 6-13 OPP
8 Aurora 7
8 Aurora 9
2 Illinois Benedictine 5
1 Lewis 8
5 St. Mary's — Notre Dame 6
5 St. Mary's — Notre Dame 2
1 Indiana State — Evansville 6
12 Taylor 10
4 Huntington 7
3 Loyola 7
4 Dayton 5
9 Indiana Central
5 Indiana Central 6
3 Valparaiso 10
5 Valparaiso 7
10 Franklin 8
5 Franklin 6
1 Dayton 10
2 Dayton 1
GOLF
Purdue 367, Butler 381
Butler Invitational: 3rd (tie) of 16
St. Joseph's Invitational: 1st of 10
Indiana Central Invitational: 10th of 19
Butler 406, Franklin 432, Ind. Central 41
1
Franklin Invitational: 5th of 15
Purdue-North Central Invitational: 2nd of
10
Indiana Intercollegiate Championships:
5th of 16
Valparaiso Invitational: 2nd of 12
HCC Meet: 1st of 7
North Star Conference: 4th
58 • SPORT'S REPORT
RECORDS/SCOK
VOLLEYBALL
17-24
Wright State 6-15, 11-15, 6-15
Mt. St. Joseph 5-15, 5-15, 14-16
ISU — Evansville 5-15, 15-13, 11-15, 7-
15
Notre Dame 8-15, 15-10, 5-15, 15-7, 12-
15
Dayton 13-15, 4-15, 5-15
Loyola University 15-12, 7-15, 3-15, 7-15
St. Francis College 5-15, 15-6, 15-12, 15-
10
Marion College 15-10, 10-15, 6-15
lUPUl 15-8, 7-15, 15-5
Goshen College 15-12, 15-10, 15-2
University of Evansville 15-17, 10-15, 15-
12, 5-15
Franklin College 15-9, 7-15, 15-6, 14-16,
4-15
Indiana Central 8-15, 9-15
lUPUl 8-15, 8-15
Marian 15-7, 8-15
Dayton 12-15, 7-15
Franklin 1-15, 6-15
Evansville 5-15, 12-15
Northern Kentucky 13-15, 6-15
Franklin College 5-15, 15-17, 13-15
St. Joseph's College 15-6, 15-10, 15-9
DePaul 15-8, 15-6, 12-15, 6-15, 15-4
Xavier University 10-15, 15-13, 12-15,
15-12, 15-10
Marian 15-8, 15-2
Bellarmine College 4-15, 14-16, 15-12, 7-
15
Indiana Central 15-9, 10-15, 15-7, 15-4
Northern Kentucky 15-6, 12-15, 14-16,
16-14, 15-8
Manchester College 15-2, 15-8
St. Mary's College 15-7, 15-8
lUPUl 15-0, 8-15, 12-15, 15-6, 7-
Indiana Central 15-5, 15-9, 13-15
Carthage 15-8, 15-4
IL Benedictine 15-17, 17-15, 4-15
Elmhurst 15-9, 11-15, 5-15
St. Louis University 15-9, 7-15, 10-15,
15-13, 8-15
Valparaiso 18-16, 16-14, 5-15, 15-5
Valparaiso 15-9, 15-6, 15-13
Loyola 13-15, 8-15, 13-15
15
15-10
TRACK
Valparaiso Invitational: 2nd of 4
BUTLER INVITATIONAL: 1st of 6
Wabash Hokum Karem: 2nd of 7
Taylor Invitational: 4th of 9
DePauw Invitational: 2nd of 9
Wabash & Indiana Central: Ind. Cent. 29,
Wabash 46, Butler 47
Purdue Invitational: 3rd of 15
Indiana Intercollegiate Championships:
(Little State) 4th of 18
HCC at Butler: 1st of 7
MCC at Butler: 5th of 9
MEN'S
BASKETBALL
BU 13-15 OPP
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
BU 2-20 OPP
79 DePauw 65 58 lUPUl — Ft. Wayne 87
65 Wis.-Green Bay 74 44 Central Missouri State 94
56 Valparaiso 44 71 Rockhurst 81
78 ISU-Evansville 68 35 Valparaiso 49
91 Indiana State 86 41 Eastern Illinois 95
76 Indiana Central 72 73 Indiana Central 97
68 Ball State 73 63 Ball State 78
79 Youngstown State 90 58 lUPUl 63
67 Drexel 70 67 Xavier 90
85 Indiana State 01 58 ISU-Evansville 66
97 Loyola 70 66 St. Joseph 72
60 Detroit 74 64 Evansville 63
74 Evansville 55 39 Indiana Tech. 68
46 St. Louis 49 60 Cincinnati 97
75 Oklahoma 62 69 Franklin 71
68 Oral Roberts 82 73 Loyola 93
55 Xavier 53 83 St. Joseph 77
94 Indiana Central 76 66 Dayton 103
73 Loyola 65 70 Wright State 89
73 Detroit 53 58 Indiana Central 74
72 Evansville 77 56 Northern Kentucky 91
65 St. Louis 66 75 Bellarmine 86
76 Dayton 77
78 Oklahoma City 52
100 Oral Roberts 105
68 Xavier 78
73 Valparaiso 76
65 Evansville 70
WOMEN'S
CROSS
COUNTRY
Butler 50, St. Joseph 15
Grace Invitational: 6th of 6
Butler 84, St. Joseph's 24, Purdue Fresh
32
Butler 50, Indiana State 15
Purdue Invitational: 5th of 5
Little State: 6th of 6
Anderson Invitational: 11th of 11
North Star Conference: 4th of 5
MEN'S
CROSS
COUNTRY
Butler 86 '^i, Anderson, 74, Tri-State 42 V2
Butler 77, Indiana Central 75, Taylor 51
Earlham Invitational: 2nd of 8
Wabash 76, Butler 63, Indiana Central 53
Wabash Relays: No team score kept
Heartland Conference Meet: 2nd
Little State Meet: 4th
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SENIORS
Christine Afridi. Kerry Ait<man, Demi Allen. David Anderson. Karen Anderson.
Indianapolis. Greencastle, Evansville. Indianapolis, Valparaiso,
Photo-Journalism Psychology Economics/English. Journalism. Elementary Education
Tessa Antolin. Julia Applegate. Angelis Arthur. Sally Asbury. Kevin Ault.
Greenwood. Lapel. Indianapolis, Sullivan, Indianapolis,
Chemistry. History/Political Science. Business. Radio/TV. Environmental
Studies/Zoology
Robert Baily,
Indianapolis,
Environmental
Studies/Chemistr-
Betsy Barber,
Anderson.
Public & Corporate
Communication.
Cynthia Basse.
Auburn,
Music.
Carol Baumheckel.
Indianapolis.
Business Administration.
Brian L Bertke.
Cincinnati, OH,
Business Administration.
62 • SENIORS
CLASS OF '84
Robert Bolton It, Peter Brady, Jotin Brand. Patti Brennan, Deborah Brinker,
Danville. IL, Indianapolis, Fort Wayne. Lebanon. Carmel,
Radio/TV/Business History/Political Science. Math/Chemistry/ Journalism. Accounting,
Administration. Economics/ French.
Shanna Kae Brodie, Ellen S- Brumitl. Jerry Buchanan. Stacy Buckner, Marc BurroL
Indianapolis. Wilmette, IL. Columbus. Brownsburg, Marion.
Psychology. Math/Business
Administration.
Public & Corporate
Communications.
Accounting. Accounting.
3EMI0RS • 63
SENIORS
Marshall Burstein. Joseph Bury, J A Bushnell. Michael Butler. Thomas Butler.
St. Louis. MO. Indianapolis. Indianapolis. Indianapolis. South Bend.
Business Administration Business Adm inistration. Business Admiriistration. Business Administration. Business Administration.
Dana Cameron, Robin Campbell, Jennifer Caputi. Mark Carlson. Cynthia Casper.
Indianapolis. La Porte. Indianapolis. Oak Brook. IL. Indianapolis.
Computer Science. Ttieatre. Chemistry. Business Administration. Elementary Education.
Sharon Casper,
Indianapolis.
Physical Education.
Ann Cassidy.
Indianapolis.
History.
Jeaninee Cesnik.
Speedway.
English.
Nancy Chambers,
Indianapolis.
Business Administration
Catherine Clark,
Indianapolis.
Math.
64 • SENIORS
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Deborah Cole,
Carmel,
Accounting.
Maureen Comerford.
Barrington, IL,
Public & Corporate
Communication,
Karen Corona. Leslie Cox. Catherine Crawford.
Indianapolis. Indianapolis, Indianapolis,
Elementary Education. Religion/Speech. Political Science.
itiMmk
Greg Crawford.
Indianapolis,
Accounting
Lana Crouch.
Indianapolis,
Computer Science.
Shari Cunningham,
Indianapolis,
Chemistry.
Robert L. Dauber. Jr
.
Mascoutah, IL,
Radio/TV.
Tony C Deahl,
Indianapolis,
Pharmacy.
Laura Dearth.
Indianapolis,
Psychology /Sociology.
Tamara Deelei,
Wabash.
Education.
Tamara Denton.
Indianapolis,
Radio/TV.
Cheryl Dimond.
Indianapolis.
Office Administration.
Mark Dobson.
Indianapolis.
Business Administration
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Jj-!n Doctor,
Schererville,
Public & Corporate
Communications.
Marco Dominguez.
Caracas. Venezuela,
Radio/TV.
Teresita Dominquez, William Dragovich. Todd Dudley.
Caracus. Venezueula. South Bend. Indianapolis,
Radio/TV. Business Administration. Zoology.
Danielle Dyer Jeff Elliott. Susan Ellis. Elizabeth Elsbury. Linda Eltzroth.
South Bend Indianapolis, Michigan City, Greenfield. Indianapolis,
Radio/TV Radio/TV, Pharmacy. Business Administration. Radio/TV.
Audrey Epstein.
Indianapolis,
Music.
Rene Evans.
Lafayette.
Business Administration.
Pam Faulkner.
Brownsburg,
Fashion Merchandising
Frederick Faust.
Zionsville,
Zoology.
William Fecher.
Greenhills, OH,
Political Science /History.
66 • SENIORS
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Daniel Fenton. Marsha Ferguson, Sarah Fields. Keith Fisher, Margaret Fisher,
Beech Grove, Indianapolis. Indianapolis, Indianapolis, South Bend,
Journalism. Fashion Merchandising. Elementary Education Pharmacy. Theatre.
Susan Fisher. Ellen Fuegner. Caria Gappinger. Steve Gerber. Priscilla Glib.
Indianapolis, Edina, MN. Howe. Oceanside, NY, Aurora,
Pharmacy. Business Education Radiologic Technology Zoology. Business Administration.
Kcilh Given, Charles Golf. Mariann Goodnight. Jayne Gorman. Elizabeth Graham,
Noblesville, Pendleton, Indianapolis, St. Louis. MO, Lexington, KY,
Business Admirnistration. Pharmacy Music Education Spanish /Business
Administration.
Music Education.
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SENIORS
J. Keith Graybitl. Ann Grissom, Rulh Grissom, Brell Groh. Teresa Hampshire,
Indianapolis. Detroit, Ml, Detroit, Ml, Mishawaka. Fremont.
Public & Corporate Home Economics. Computer Science. Radio/TV. Pharmacy.
Communications.
Gordon Hansen,
Carmel.
Psychology/ Economics.
Mary Harmon,
Jackson, MS.
Public & Corporate
Communications.
Carol Harrison,
Indianapolis.
Home Economics Education.
Lydia Harrison,
Indianapolis.
Business Administration.
Richard Hartman,
Shelbyville.
Radio & Television.
Casey Hayes. Alton Hegarty. Joseph Helstrom, Debra Herrell. Robert Hicks,
Indianapolis, Indianapolis, Columbus. South Bend, Indianapolis,
Music Education. Psychology. Accounting. Accounting. Accounting.
68 • SENIORS
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Cheryl Hill. Kay Hinebaugh. Amy Hoffman Cynthia Holt, Patricia Homeier,
Indianapolis, Lewisville. Eiwood, Newton, IL, Merrillville,
Elementary Education. Nuclear Medicine. Business Administration. Computer Science. Public & Corporate
Communications.
Heather Horswell. Sara Howey. Andrea lovannisci. Kent Irwin. Cynthia Jackson.
Highland, Peru, Syracuse, NY, Indianapolis, Brownsburg,
Accounting. Public & Corporate
Communications.
Dance, Economics. Fashion Merchandising.
Mama Jackson. Richard Jeffries. Dana Joel. Jeffrey D. Johnson, Jeffery W. Johnsi
Indianapolis, Carmel, Richmond, VA, Indianapolis, Kokomo.
Business Administration. Music Education. Business. Accounting. Political Science.
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Drema Jones. Gary Jones. Kyla Jones. Teddi Joyce. Robert Kelley.
Cincinnati, OH, Paoli, Danviile, Crown Point, Indianapoiis.
Biology/Spanish- Plnarmacy Journalism/Theatre. Public & Corporate
Communications.
Business Administration
Joann KempinskI,
Nanticoke, PA,
Pharmacy.
Janet King.
Indianapoiis,
Fashion Merchandising.
Jennifer King.
Arcadia,
Fashion Merchandising.
Ronald Koehl.
Indianapolis.
Business Administration
/^ichele Kuehr.
Indianapolis,
Radio & Television.
Christine LaCava. Jolin Lanier. Donna Lasswetl. Gregory Leever. Tereas LeGrand.
Indianapolis. Indianapolis, Indianapolis, Elwood, Plainfield. IL,
Public & Corporate Zoology. Computer Science. Political Science. Zoology.
Communications
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Kevin Madden,
Indianapolis,
Radio/Television.
Al^^k
John Leininger, Patricia Leone, Cattienne Lucenlio, Douglas Luedeman, Tom Machin,
Indianapolis. Cherry Hill. NJ. Elkhart. Syemour. Danville.
Arts Administration. Dance. Business Administration. Dance. Radio/Television
Darlene Magnabosco,
Plaintield,
Sociology,
Donna Marovicl^.
Indianapolis,
Library Science.
Saily Mathis,
Noblesville.
Public & Corporate
Communications.
Jennifer Mayfield.
South Bend,
Radio/Television.
Fran McCarty,
Anderson.
Zoology /Environmental
Coleen McGarry,
Indianapolis.
English.
Molly McKay.
Fortviile,
French/German.
Kathleen McKelvey,
Kettering, OH,
Chemistry.
Tamala McKibban.
Indianapolis,
Business Administration
Studies.
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Michele McNabb. Teri McNutt. Timothy McRoberts, Sharon Mears, Tony Mihelich
Indianapolis, Fairmount, Carmel, Seymour, Joliet, IL.
Journalism/Spanish. Pharmacy. Business Administration. Music Education. Pharmacy.
Mary Miller, Mark Misl<e. Judy Morford. Patricia Mras, Eric Murphy,
Evansville, Indianapolis, Indianapolis. Mooresville, Greencastle,
Pharmacy. Accounting. Accounting. Business Administration. Business Administration
Gregg Murphy,
Greencastle.
Business Administration.
Michael Murphy,
Indianapolis.
Physical Education.
Stephen Murphy,
Carmel.
Philosophy.
Dean Myers,
Indianapolis,
Business Administration.
Susanne Neckerman,
Germany,
Business/Fashion
Merchandising.
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Susan Nelson. Frederick Newlin. Bill Niederhaus. Laura Nowakowski Barbara Nussa,
Plalnfield. Carmel, Evansville. Indianapolis. Indianapolis.
Public & Corporate Englisti, Business Education Accounting. Mathematics.
Communications.
Elizabeth O'Connell. Kathleen O'Connell. Jonathan OhI. Olugbenga Oladeinde. Kevin O'Neal.
Overland Park, KA. Indianapolis. Indianapolis. Indianapolis. Lebanon.
Political Science. Computer Science/Interior
Design.
Elementary Education. Accounting. Business Administration.
Kevin O'Shaughnessy.
Pekin. IL.
Ptnarmacy.
Anita Owen.
Indianapolis.
Psychology.
Ruthann Pagin.
Howe.
Business Education.
Kevin Pavey.
Indianapolis.
Pharmacy.
Nancy Pence,
Marlon,
Accounting.
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James Phelps,
New Orleans, LA,
Music.
Lisa Phillips,
Indianapolis,
Speech Pathology,
Mary Phillips.
Indianapolis,
Public & Corporate
Communication.
Suzanne Pierce,
Indianapolis,
Secondary Education.
Susan Pippenger,
Newport, Rl,
Mathematics/ Economics.
Elza Purvlicis.
Indianapolis,
Business Education.
Kara Randolph.
Indianapolis,
Arts Administration.
Joseph Rauh.
Wabash.
Computer Science.
John Regan.
Carmel,
Business Administration.
Madeline Reiss.
South Orange, NJ,
Dance.
74 • SENIORS
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ttMik
David Reyburn. Dana Richards. Sleptianie Ricl^el. Robert Roact^. Stephen Roach,
Indianapolis. Indianapolis. Fountaintown. Marion, Grand Rapids. Ml.
Public & Corporate History Dance. Public & Corporate Journalism
Communications Communications-
Peggy Rodgers. Donald Roesl<e. Curtis Roy. Jacl< Runl<. Deborah Rybak.
Tipton. Baltimore, MD. Indianapolis. Lafayette. Carmel.
Psychology Performing Arts. Business Education Business Administration. Accounting
AiMi^^A
Jeffrey Saldutti,
Indianapolis,
Business Administration.
Tony Sales,
Indianapolis.
Phiarmacy.
Stephanie Sambol.
Indianapolis.
Music Education,
Catherine Schaefer.
Indianapolis.
Radio/Television,
Vance Scherrer,
Muncie.
Accounting.
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Marianne Schwab. Joseph Segarra. Julie Seidensticker, Diana Seymour, Margaret Shaughnessy,
Speedway. Niagara Falls, NY, Carmel, Indianapolis, Indianapolis.
Arts Administration Accounting. Trombone Performance, Chemistry. Business
Administration/ French.
Andrew Shedden. Delia Sheiton. Wiiiiam Sherwood. Amy Smith, Anne Smith,
Carmel. Plainfield. Indianapolis. Indianapolis, Indianapolis,
Zoology. Computer Science. Accounting Accounting. Business Administration
Julina Soltermann, Janet Spil<er, Elizabeth Stahl, Rose Stephens, Terri Stout,
Indianapolis, Fort Wayne, Lisle, IL, Indianapolis, Noblesville.
Physical Education. Legal Assistant. Pharmacy- Mathematics. Business Administration
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Mary Strater, Brian Stratuman. Richard Sireiff, Frank Suarez, Anne Sullivan.
Fort Wayne, Aurora, Mooresville. Rictimond, Indianapolis,
Business Administration. Computer Science/ Business
Administration.
Secondary Education. Radio/Television. Fashion Merchandising
Linda Sutton. James Sweeney. William Sylvester, Charles Sypult. Julie Taylor.
Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Highland, Indianapolis,
Psychology. Spanish/Computer Science. Business Education. Physical Education. Religion/Sociology
Thomas Tirman.
Indianapolis,
Religion.
Terry Townsend,
Muncie.
Accounting.
Brian Urbanski,
South Bend,
Business Administration.
Christina Valdois.
Richmond,
Music Education.
Roger Wachtel.
Indianapolis,
English/Physical Education.
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Rosemary Warner.
Indianapolis,
Radio/Television.
Jon Weaver,
Carmel,
Business Administration
Darryl Wells.
Bellbrook, OH,
Computer Science/Business
Administration.
Glenda Westmoreland.
Indianapolis,
Chemistry.
Laura Whelan.
Indianapolis,
Journalism.
David Wicks,
St. Charles, IL,
Computer Science.
Douglas Wieten.
Kalamazoo. Ml.
Accounting.
Linda Williams.
Brownsburg,
Business Administration.
Sharon Williams.
Indianapolis.
Accounting.
Victor Williams,
Indianapolis.
Accounting
Nancy Wilson, Kurt WInrote, Sharon Woolard, Marianne Woolbert, Marcia Zlegler.
Indianapolis, Indianapolis, Kenilworth, IL, Indianapolis. Indianapolis,
Home Economics. Psychology- Fashion Merchandising. French. Pharmacy.
78 • SENIORS
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SENIOR ACTIVITES
AFRIDI, CHRISTINE HELVATY: Syn
chronized Swimming, Photographer, Stu-
dent Assembly Representative, American
Heart Association Internship.
AIKMAN, KERRY GAYLE: Rho Lambda
(3, 4), Spurs, Chimes, Blue Key, Kappa
Kappa Gamma Sorority: President (4),
Scholarship Chair (3).
ALLEN, A. DEMAREST, III: Phi Eta Sig-
ma, Mortar Board, Sigma Chi Fraternity:
President (4), Student Assembly rep (1,
2); Student Body President (3), Outstand-
ing Male Student (3), S.A. Lectures
Comm. Chair (4), Student Judicial Board
(4), Tennis: Varsity Letter (1, 2, 3, 4),
Most Valuable Player (3), Captain (4).
ANDERSON, DAVID E.: Blue Key,
Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Kappa Kappa
Psi (1, 2, 3, 4), Vice President (3), Presi-
dent (4); Cripe Communications Group
— lABC, PRSSA (3, 4).
ANDERSON, KAREN ELAINE: Alpha
- Lambda Delta, Alpha Phi Omega (1, 2, 3,
4), Schwitzer Hall government (2, 3).
ANTOLIN, TESSA: Alpha Lambda Del-
ta, Blue Key, Alpha Chi Omega Sorority,
American Chemical Society, Reliable Re-
sources (3, 4).
APPLEGATE, JULIA HUDSON: Han
over College (1,2) History Honorary (1,
2), Alpha Delta Pi Sorority (1, 2), Dean's
List (2, 3, 4).
ARTHUR, ANGELIA
ASBURY, SALLY BETH: Alpha Lambda
Delta, Chimes, Delta Delta Delta Sorority:
Panhellenic Rep., Corresponding Secre-
tary, Columnae; College Republicans (1),
Angel Flight (3), Student Foundation (3).
AULT, KEVIN ALLEN: Blue Key, Mortar
Board, Student Assembly: first vice presi-
dent (2, 3), Lectures co-chairman (4);
Student Judicial Board (3, 4), Top Ten
Outstanding Male Students (3).
BAILEY, ROBERT ALLEN: Phi Eta Sig
ma. Alpha Lambda Delta, Sphinx, Mortar
Board, Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity, Alpha
Phi Omega (2, 3), American Chemical
Society (3, 4)
BARBER, BETSY A., Kappa Alpha The-
ta Sorority, Cripe Communications Group
— PRSSA (3, 4), Sigma Delta Chi (3, 4),
Collegian writer (3), College Republicans.
BASSE, CYNTHIA L.: Sigma Alpha lota.
Dean's List, Butler University Symphony
(2, 3, 4).
BAUMHECKEL, CAROL
BERTKE, BRIAN L.: Football (2, 3, 4).
BILEK, DIANA R.: Manuscripts (2, 3, 4),
costume department (2-4), costuming of
Fantasy Factory (4), "Noyes Fludde" ma-
keup artist, American Cablevision volun-
teer cameraman and director, WAJC (4),
Collegian writer (4), International Stu-
dents Club, U.S. Reserves Public Affairs.
BILLMAN, TIMOTHY B.: Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity.
BISCHE, KAREN ROSE
BLACK, SHEILA R.: Dean's List, Honor
Roll, Omicron Epsilon Pi (1).
BLACKSMITH, ELAINE KAY: Alpha Phi
Sorority, Association of Independent Stu-
dents, Pep Club, Debate Team, Commut-
ers Association, International Affairs
Club, Students for Peace, Intramural Bas-
ketball, Volleyball.
BOLTON, ROBERT L., II: WAJC news
and disc jockey (3, 4), "West Side Story"
(4), Intramural Pool and Bowling Champ
(3).
BRADY, PETER T.: Phi Kappa Psi Fra-
ternity: Phi Psi "500" Chairman, Student
Assembly Representative (1), Special
Events Chairman (3); Inter-Fraternity
Council Vice President (4), S.A. Treasurer
(4), Outstanding Male Student Nominee.
BRAND, JOHN L.: Phi Kappa Phi, Mortar
Board, Spurs, Phi Eta Sigma, Alpha
Lambda Delta, Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity,
YMCA: President (4), Vice President (3),
Member (2); Alpha Phi Omega (2, 3, 4),
Fellowship of Christian Athletes (1.2, 3),
Varsity Track (1, 2, 3, 4) High Jump Re-
cord Holder.
BRENNAN-FAIRGRIEF, PATRICIA:
Transfer from University of South Florida,
Collegian writer (4).
BRINKER, DEBORAH L.: Honor Society,
Alpha Lambda Delta, Alpha Kappa Psi
(3, 4).
BRODIE, SHANNA KAE: Alpha Lambda
Delta, Honor Society, Alpha Chi Omega
Sorority, Spurs, Chimes, Rho Lambda (3,
4), Reliable Resources (2, 3, 4).
BRUMITT, ELLEN S.: Spurs, Chimes,
Rho Lambda, Delta Gamma Sorority: 2nd
Vice President (3), Panhellenic Delegate
(4).
BUCHANAN, JERRY RAE: Manuscripts.
Co/feg/an staff writer, Football (1, 2, 3, 4).
BUCKNER, STACY E.: Blue Key, Spurs,
Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority, Alpha
Kappa Psi (4).
BURROUGH, MARC A.: Blue Key, Alpha
Kappa Psi (3, 4), Intramurals (1, 2, 3, 4),
Resident Assistant (3, 4).
BURSTEIN, MARSHALL: Phi Delta The-
ta Fraternity: Pledge Trainer (4), Social
Chairman (3, 4); T.R.U.S.T. Program (4).
BURY, JOSEPH C: Dean's List, Dorm
Council (4), Intramural Committee (4), In-
tramural (3, 4), Track (1, 2, 3, 4).
BUSHNELL, J.A.: Phi Kappa Psi Frater-
nity, Alpha Phi Omega (1), Kappa Kappa
Gamma Key Man, Cheerleader (3, 4),
Swim Team (2).
BUTLER, MICHAEL L.: Sigma Chi Fra-
ternity, Football (1, 2, 3).
BUTLER, THOMAS E.: Tau Kappa Epsi
Ion Fraternity: Pledge Trainer (3), Rush
Chairman (4); Varsity Basketball (1, 2, 3,
4).
CAMERON, DANA SHERRE: Omega
Epsilon Pi (1), Association of Indepen-
dent Students (2), Pep Club (3).
CAMPBELL, ROBIN: Theatre Honorary
Fraternity.
CAPUTI, JENNIFER: lota Sigma Pi (3,
4).
CARLSON, MARK A.: Tau Kappa Epsi
Ion Fraternity, Student Foundation (2, 3,
4), Carillon Business Manager (4), Cross
Country (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (1, 2, 3, 4).
CASPER, CYNTHIA K.: Kappa Delta Pi,
Alpha Phi Sorority, Alpha Phi Omega (2,
3, 4), Intramurals (1, 2, 3).
CASPER, SHARON E.: Women's Volley-
ball (1, 2, 3, 4): Co-captain (4); Women's
Softball Team (1, 2, 3, 4).
CASSIDY, ANN: Phi Alpha Theta Presi-
dent, Rho Lambda, Mortar Board,
Chimes, Blue Key, Delta Delta Delta So-
rority, Gavel Editor (4), Assistant Home-
coming Chairman (4).
CESNIK, JEANINNE T.: Blue Key, Sig
ma Delta Pi, Tau Beta Sigma, Marching
Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Cripe Communications
Group — lABC, PRSSA (3, 4).
CHAMBERS, NANCY: Delta Gamma
Sorority, Geneva Stunts (1,2, 3), Spring
Sing (3, 4), Varsity Tennis (1), Intramur-
als.
CLARK, CATHERINE: Spurs, Alpha
Lambda Delta, Alph Chi Omega Sorority:
Scholarship Chair (3); Swim Team (3, 4):
Captain (3).
COLE, DEBORAH ANN: Alpha Phi Ome-
ga (1, 2, 3), Accounting Club (1, 2, 3).
COMERFORD, MAUREEN ELLEN:
Dean's List, Sigma Delta Chi, Kappa Al-
pha Theta Sorority, Student Assembly (2,
3, 4), Chairman of Alumni Telefund (4),
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Committee Lec-
ture Committee, Homecoming Oueen
Candidate, Sorority Song Leader (4), Ge-
neva Stunts (1,2,3,4), Spring Sing (1,2,
4), Intramural Tennis (1, 2).
CORONA, KAREN (KACEY): Student
Assembly representative (1, 2), Alpha Phi
Omega: treasurer (3), Fellowship Chair-
man (2).
CRAWFORD, CATHERINE: Lambda
Sigma, Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority,
Alpha Phi Omega (4), Volunteer E.M.T.
(3), Reliable Resources Peer Counselor
(3, 4), Student Foundation (2), Interna-
tional Affairs Club (4).
CRAWFORD, GREG: Sigma Nu Fraterni-
ty, B-Men (1, 2, 3. 4), Varsity Baseball (1,
2, 3, 4).
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CROUCH, LANA DARLENE: Data Pro
cessing Management Association (4).
CUNNINGHAM, SHARI L.: Sigma lota
Pi, Delta Tau Delta Little Sis' (1, 2, 3. 4),
Chem Lab Assistant (2, 4), Sigma Nu Lit-
tle Sis' (2, 3, 4).
DAUBER, ROBERT L., JR.: Mortar
Board, Spurs, Delta Tau Delta Fraternity:
Social Chairman, Corresponding Secre-
tary, Alumni Chairman, Little Sis' Chair-
man; Student Assembly (1, 2, 3), Inter-
Fraternity Council President (4), Public
Occasions Committee (3, 4), Overall
Spring Sing Director (3), WAJC News Di-
rector (4).
DEAHL, TONY C: Rho Chi, Mortar
Board, Blue Key, Sphinx, Phi Delta Chi,
NPC/SAPhA Internship at Merck, Sharp,
& Dohme (4), Student APhA (1, 2, 3, 4,
5), Pharmacy Student Council (3, 4), Col-
lege Republicans (1, 2), Butler's 10 Top
Men (4), Student Assembly (1, 2, 3),
Medical Mission to Haiti (4, 5).
DEARTH, LAURA: Chimes, Blue Key,
Delta Gamma Sorority, Kappa Kappa
Kappa (1, 2, 3, 4).
DEETER, TAMARA J.: Spurs, Chimes,
Mortar Board, Kappa Delta Pi, Alpha Chi
Omega Sorority, Intramurals (1, 2).
DENTON, TAMARA
DIMOND, CHERYL: Pi Beta Phi Sorority:
Assistant Treasurer (1, 2), Treasurer (3,
4); Dean's List (3), Geneva Stunts (1),
Intramurals (1, 2, 3, 4).
DOBSON, MARK ALAN: Dean s List,
Chi lota. Fellowship of Christian Athletes
(4), Alpha Kappa Psi (4), Dorm Commit-
tee (3), Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Intramurals (3,
4).
DOCTOR, JOHN E.: Ross Hall Vice Presi-
dent, Cripe Communications Group —
lABC, PRSSA, NCAA Football (1, 2, 3,
4).
DOMINGUEZ AROCHA, MARCO A.:
Producer-Director, "Nuestra Musica,"
WAJC.
DE DOMINGUEZ, TERESITA GUE-
VARA: Producer-Director, "Nuestra Mu-
sica," WAJC.
DRAGOVICH, WILLIAM ALBERT:
Dean's List, Baseball (2, 3. 4).
DUDLEY, TODD M.: Phi Kappa Phi, Blue
Key, Sigma Nu Fraternity, Student As-
sembly, Mortar Board, Spurs.
DYER, DANIELLE ANN: Alpha Phi Ome-
ga (4), Women in Communication, Inc. (3,
4), Alpha Epsilon Rho (4), Dorm Council
(4), Geneva Stunts Director (4).
ELLIOTT, JEFF THOMAS: Dean s List
{1, 2, 3, 4), Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity,
WAJC (1, 2, 3, 4), Choir (2).
ELLIS, SUSAN BERNICE: Robertson
Hall Judicial Board (1), Robertson Hall
Student Council Treasurer (2).
ELSBURY, ELIZABETH LEE: Pi Beta
Phi Sorority, Alpha Phi Omega (1,2, 3),
Dorm Council (2, 3), Panhellenic Repre-
sentative (4).
ELTZROTH, LINDA: WAJC (2, 3, 4), Al-
pha Phi Omega (2, 3, 4), Women in Com-
munication, Inc. (3, 4), Sigma Delta Chi
(3, 4).
EPSTEIN, AUDREY LYNN: Butler Or-
chestra (2, 3, 4), Piano and Violin (1, 2, 3,
4), Irwin Library Periodical Dept. (2, 3, 4),
Search Committee (4), Dance Class Ac-
companist.
EVANS, RENE JAN: Kappa Kappa
Gamma Sorority, Assistant Treasurer;
Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), Basketball (1, 2, 3,
4), Softball (1, 2, 3, 4).
FAULKNER, PAMELA D.: Kappa Alpha
Theta Sorority: Rush Chairman, Student
Assembly Rep., Junior Panhellenic dele-
gate. Standards Chairman; Home Eco-
nomics Association (2), Student Assem-
bly (2), Spring Sing (2), Fashion in the
A.C.T. (3), Spurs.
FAUST, FREDERICK M.
FECHER, WILLIAM B.: Chimes, Spurs,
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, Marching
Band (1,2, 3), Jazz Band (1,2, 3), Sym-
phonic Band (1), Debate Team (1, 2),
Student Assembly (2, 3), Carillon Editor
(3, 4), International Affairs Club President
(4), Mock United Nations (3, 4), Dean's
List, (1. 2, 3).
FENTON, DANIEL J.: Collegian: Staff
Writer (1, 2, 3, 4), Entertainment Editor
(4), Manuscripts (2). Theatre Department
(1, 2, 3, 4), Sigma Delta Chi (1, 2, 3, 4).
FERGUSON, MARSHA A.: Home Eco
nomics Association (4), Fashion in the
A.C.T. (4).
FIELDS, SARAH JEAN: Delta Gamma
Sorority, Sigma Alpha lota (2, 3): presi-
dent (4).
FISHER, KEITH EDWARD: Phi Delta
Chi.
FISHER, MARGARET ELLEN: Butler
Theatre Department (1, 2, 3, 4).
FISHER, SUSAN LYNN: Delta Gamma
Sorority.
FUEGNER, ELLEN C: Delta Gamma
Sorority.
GAPPINGER, CARLA LYNN: Alpha
Lambda Delta, Intramural Co-ed Volley-
ball (1).
GERBER, STEVE L: Phi Kappa Phi, Phi
Eta Sigma, Alpha Lambda Delta, Mortar
Board, Delta Tau Delta Fraternity: Activi-
ties Chairman (1), Vice President (2),
Rush Chairman (4); Spurs, University Ap-
peals Board (2), Student Judicial Board
(3).
GILB, PRISCILLA LUANN: Spring Sing
(1, 2, 3, 4), Resident Assistant (3, 4),
Alpha Phi Omega (2, 3), Alpha Kappa Psi
Vice President, Administration (4), House
Council Representative (1), Residence
Hall Treasurer (2).
HOMEIER, PATRICIA A.: Phi Kappa
Phi, Mortar Board, Manuscripts (1),
Schwitzer Hall: House Manager (2), Vice
President (3), Publicity Chairman (4); Col-
legian sXaii writer; Cripe Communications
Group — lABC, PRSSA, President (4).
HORSWELL, HEATHER C: Spurs, Blue
Key, Honor Society, Kappa Alpha Theta
Sorority, Alpha Kappa Psi (3, 4): Public
Relations Chairman; Butler Women's Or-
ganization (1,2), Mortar Board Public Re-
lations and Social Chairman, Rush Coun-
selor, Student Assembly (1, 2).
HOWEY, SARA MELISSA: Delta Gam-
ma Sorority, Spurs, Student Assembly (2,
3), YMCA representative (3), Lambda
Sigma Junior Advisor (3), Cripe Commu-
nications Group— PRSSA (3, 4), PRSSA
"500" Festival Committee Chair.
IRWIN, KENT D., SECOND LT.: Dorm
Council (2, 3, 4), Student Council (1),
Varsity Golf (1), Intramurals (2, 3, 4).
lOVANNISCI, ANDREA
JACKSON, CYNTHIA SUE: Kappa
Kappa Gamma Sorority: Assistant Trea-
surer (1), House Manager (1); Fashion in
the A.C.T. (2), Welwyn (2), Home Eco-
nomics Association (1), Geneva Stunts
(4), Tau Kappa Epsilon Little Sis' (4),
Lambda Chi Alpha Little Sis' (4).
JACKSON, MARNA L.
JEFFRIES, RICHARD: Phi Mu Alpha Sin-
fonia Vice President (4), Marching Band
(1, 2, 3, 4), Soloist with the Symphonic
Band (4), Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4), Brass
Ouintet (2, 3, 4).
JOEL, DANA CHRISTINA: Sigma Rho,
Geneva Stunts ( 1 ), Spring Sing ( 1 ), Butler
Ballet (1), Fantasy Factory (2, 3), Butler
Theatre (1, 2, 3) Student Assembly (1),
Schwitzer Social Committee (4).
JOHNSON, JEFFREY D.
JOHNSON, JEFFREY W.: Intercollegiate
Debate (1, 2, 3, 4), Student Assembly
Representative (2, 3), Student Body
President (4), Honor Society President
(3).
JONES, DREMA: International Club (3,
4).
JONES, GARY J.: Zeta Omicron Omi-
cron: vice president (4); Resident Assis-
tant Ross Hall (3, 4), SAPhA: (3, 4) Presi-
dent (4); Alpha Phi Omega (2, 3), Kappa
Psi (3, 4), Intramurals (2, 3, 4).
JONES, KYLA M.: Sigma Delta Chi, Col-
legian (1,2), Butler University Theatre De-
partment: (2, 3, 4) Master Electrician (3,
4).
JOYCE, TEDDI ANNE: Mortar Board,
Rho Lambda, Alpha Phi Sorority: Chapter
Promotions Officer (3), Panhellenic Dele-
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gate (4); Judicial Board (4), Rush Coun-
selor (4), Carillon: Assistant Editor (3),
Copy Editor (4); Student Foundation: (1,
2, 3) Secretary (2), Vice President (3);
Admission Resource Corps (4), Geneva
Stunts (1,2) Tau Kappa Epsilon Favorite
(3).
KELLEY, ROBERT MATTHEW: Phi
Kappa Psi Fraternity, Student Assembly
Representative (2), Student Foundation
(3), Alpha Kappa Psi (4).
KEMPINSKI, JOANN G.: Student APhA
(4, 5).
KING, JANET S.: Kappa Alpha Theta
Sorority, Geneva Stunts (2), Home Eco-
nomics Association (2, 3, 4), Fashion in
the A.C.T. (3, 4), Assistant Rush Chair-
man for Kappa Alpha Theta (4).
KING, JENNIFER L.: Kappa Omicron
Phi, Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority,
Fashion in the A.C.T. (1, 2, 3, 4), Home
Economics Association (4).
KOEHL, RONALD R.: Zeta Omicron
Omicron; Intramural Chairman (2, 3);
Ross Hall Dorm Council President (4).
GIVEN, KEITH M.
GOFF, CHARLES ROBERT: Blue Key,
Phi Delta Chi: Secretary (2), Treasurer
(3), Prelate (4); Student Assembly Dele-
gate (1, 2, 3, 4), S.A. Parlimentarian (3,
4), Health Center Advisory Committee (2,
3), Board of Trustees' Student Affairs
Committee (4), Secretary-treasurer Class
of 1984,
GOODNIGHT, MARIANN: Kappa Alpha
Theta Sorority, Marching Band, Half-Time
Honeys, Women's Choir.
GORMAN, JAYNE A.: Dean's List,
Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority: president
(3, 4); President's Council (3, 4), Rho
Lambda (3, 4), Tau Kappa Epsilon
Sweetheart (4), Geneva Stunts (1, 2).
GRAHAM, ELIZABETH A.: Alpha Lamb-
da Delta: president; Pi Kappa Lambda,
Alpha Phi Omega (1, 2, 3, 4), Phi Psi
Little Sis' (1,2, 3), Dorm Council (3), In-
tramural Volleyball (1, 2).
GRAYBILL, J. KEITH: Honor Roll
GRISSOM, ANN M.: Omega Epsilon Pi,
Fashion in the A.C.T.
GRISSOM, RUTH: Omega Epsilon Pi,
Data Processing Management Associ-
ation: President (3), Treasurer (4).
GROH, BRETT L.
HAMPSHIRE, TEREASA J.: Phi Eta Sig-
ma, Alpha Lambda Delta, Student APhA
(3), Pharmacy Class President.
HANSEN, GORDON: Baseball (1, 2, 3,
4), co-captain.
HARMON, MARY KATHERINE: Alpha
Chi Omega Sorority: Alumni Chairman
(2), Assistant Treasurer (4); Cripe Com-
munications Group — lABC, PRSSA,
Sigma Delta Chi.
HARRISON, CAROL D.: Kappa Omicron
Phi, Alpha Chi Omega Sorority, Spurs,
Chimes, Home Economics Association
(1, 2, 3, 4).
HARRISON, LYDIA DIANE: Delta Delta
Delta Sorority, Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4,
5), Intramurals, Softball (1, 2).
HARTMAN, RICHARD L.: Alpha Epsilon
Rho.
HAYES, CASEY J.: Phi Mu Alpha Presi-
dent, Kappa Kappa Psi, Kappa Delta Pi,
Jazz Band (1), Marching Band (1, 2, 3)
Drum Major (3), Symphonic Band (1,2,3,
4), Glee Club (4).
HEGARTY, ALTON DUNLAP: Delta Chi
Fraternity, Resident Assistant (4).
HELSTROM, JOSEPH P.: Mortar Board,
Phi Eta Sigma, Alpha Lambda Delta, Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity.
HERRELL, DEBRA KAY: Alpha Kappa
Psi (1), National Association of Accoun-
tants (2).
HICKS, ROBERT J.: Sigma Chi Fraterni-
ty, Pizazz (1, 2, 3), Collegian Spons Edi-
tor (2), Cheerleader: Football, Basketball
(2, 3); Geneva Stunts Overall Director (3),
Faculty Accounting Tutor (5).
HILL, CHERYL R.: Alpha Phi Sorority,
Sigma Chi Little Sis' (1,2, 3), Delta Tau
Delta Little Sis' (2, 3), Hostess (3), Philan-
thropy Chairman (2).
HINEBAUGH, KAY E.: Dean's List (1,2,
3, 4).
HOFFMAN, AMY CALDWELL
HOLT, CYNTHIA A.: Mortar Board Vice
President, Alpha Phi Sorority: Social
Chairman (3); Alpha Phi Omega (3), Data
Processing Management Association:
Secretary (3), Vice President (4); Student
Assembly (3, 4).
KUEHR, MICHELE MARIE: Alpha Phi
Omega: (2, 3, 4), Social Chairman (3);
Commuter Students Association Presi-
dent (2); Association of Independent Stu-
dents (2, 3, 4); Student Assembly Repre-
sentative (2, 4); Model United Nations (4);
Intramural Basketball (3), Intramural Soft-
ball (1,3, 4).
LACAVA, CHRISTINE: Marching Band
(1, 2), Jazz Ensemble (1, 2), Dorm Coun-
cil Executive (2, 3), Student Foundation-
/ARC (3, 4), Reliable Resources (3).
LANIER, JOHN K.: Dean's List.
LASSWELL, DONNA K.
LEEVER, GREGORY G.: Zeta Omicron
Omicron (2, 3, 4), Residential Life Staff
(2, 3), Ross Hall Dorm Council (4).
LEGRAND, TERESA L.: Spurs, Alpha
Lambda Delta, Mortar Board, Alpha Phi
Sorority: Vice President (4); Alpha Phi
Omega (1,2), Half-Time Honeys (2), Vol-
unteer E.M.T. (2, 3).
LEININGER, JOHN S.: Sphinx, Phi Delta
Theta Fraternity: Alumni Secretary (3),
Secretary (3), Chorister (2, 3, 4), Scholar-
ship Chairman (2), Geneva Stunts and
Spring Sing Director (2, 3,); Campus Min-
istry (3), Oustanding Student Award (3).
LUCENKO, CATHERINE: Alpha Kappa
Psi, Delta Gamma Sorority: Assistant So-
cial Chairm, Song Leader (3, 4); Student
Foundation (2, 3), Student Ambassador
(1, 2, 3, 4), Spring Sing (2, 3, 4), Geneva
Stunts (2, 3, 4), U.S. Association for Blind
Athletes (2), Intramural Volleyball (1).
LUEDEMAN, DOUGLAS KINNICK:
Butler Ballet (1, 2, 3, 4), Pizazz (3, 4),
Geneva Stunts (1), Fantasy Factory (4),
Spring Sing (1).
MACHIN, TOM
MADDEN, KEVIN T.: Zeta Omicron Omi-
cron: President (2); Intramurals (2, 3, 4),
WAJC: play-by-play (1, 2, 3, 4), Sports
Director (2, 3).
MAGNABOSCO, L. DARLENE
MAROVICH, DONNA M.
MATHIS, SALLY J.: Spurs, Mortar
Board, Rho Lambda, Alpha Chi Omega
Sorority: President (4), Third Vice Presi-
dent (3), Corresponding Secretary (2),
Geneva Stunts (1,2), Co/teg/an writer (2),
Rush Counselor (3), Cripe Communica-
tions Group PRSSA (3, 4), lABC (4).
MAYFIELD, JENNIFER LEE: Alpha Phi
Omega, Alpha Epsilon Rho, Dorm Coun-
cil, Geneva Stunts, Intramural Volleyball,
Women In Communications, Inc.
HALL, ERAN DANTZLER: Alpha Phi So-
rority, American Chemical Society (1,2,
3, 4), Co/teg/an Staff Photographer (1, 2),
Manuscripts (2).
MCGARRY, COLEEN ROSE: Mortar
Board, Student Assembly: (1, 2, 3, 4)
Secretary (4); Senior Class Vice President
(4); Alpha Phi Omega (2, 3), Judicial
Board: Chairman Reform (2, 3, 4), Mem-
ber (4).
MCKAY, MOLLY KATHERINE: Mortar
Board, Chimes, Alpha Lambda Delta,
Delta Delta Delta Sorority, University
Marching Band (1, 2), Sigma Alpha lota
(1, 2, 3, 4).
MCKELVEY, KATHLEEN: Alpha Phi
Omega: (1, 2, 3, 4) President (3), Vice
President (2); Tau Kappa Epsilon Little
Sis' (1, 2, 3, 4), American Chemical Soci-
ety (1, 2, 3, 4), Dorm Judicial Board (3,
4).
MCKIBBAN, TAMALA R.: Intramural
sports (1,2, 3).
MCNABB, MICHELE L.: University Hon-
ors Program, Honor Society, Collegian:
staff writer (1), Sports Editor (2), Manag-
ing Editor (3), Editor-in-Chief (4); Sigma
Delta Chi.
MCNUTT, TERI S.
MCROBERTS, TIMOTHY S.: Sigma Nu
Fraternity: Lt. Commander; Basketball:
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(1, 2, 3, 4), Captain (4).
MEARS, SHARON LOUISE: Honor Roll,
Dean's List, Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority:
Corresponding Secretary; Women's Choir
(1), Chorale (2, 3, 4), Pizazz (3), Geneva
Stunts, Spring Sing.
MIHELICH, TONY: Sphinx, Tau Kappa
Epsilon: Greek Week Co-Chair (3), Presi-
dent (3), House Dad (4); Golf (2, 3).
MILLER, MARY E.: Phi Delta Chi (2, 3, 4,
5), SAPhA (2, 3, 4, 5), Zeta Omicron
Omicron Litte Sis' (2, 3, 4, 5).
MiSKE, MARK R.
MORFORD, JUDY: Delta Gamma Soror-
ity, Chimes.
MRAS, PATRICIA L.: Alpha Chi Omega
Sorority: First Vice President; Spurs Trea-
surer; Chimes Historian; Mortar Board
Membership and Selection Chair; Blue
Key; Alpha Kappa Psi (4).
MURPHY, ERIC S.: Tau Kappa Epsilon:
National Keg Roll (3); Student Assembly
Concerts Committee (2); YMCA (2), Var-
sity Track (1, 2, 3, 4).
MURPHY, GREGG S.: Spurs, Dean's List
(1, 2, 4), Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity:
Pledge Class President (1), Secretary (3),
National Keg Roll (3), President (4); Track
Team (1, 2, 3, 4), Swim Team (2).
MURPHY, MICHAEL JOSEPH, III: Foot-
ball (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (1, 2, 4).
MURPHY, STEPHEN MICHAEL: Cross-
country (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (1, 2, 3, 4).
MYERS, DEAN W.
NECKERMANN, SUSANNE: Kappa
Kappa Gamma Sorority: Treasurer (2, 3);
Panhellenic Secretary-treasurer (4), Can7-
/on Advertising Director (4), Men's Varsity
Sw/im Team (1).
NELSON, SUSAN L.: Rho Lambda,
Chimes, Lambda Sigma, Alpha Phi Soror-
ity: President; Sigma Delta Chi (2, 3, 4),
Cripe Communications Group — PRSSA
(2, 3, 4), Lambda Chi Alpha Crescent Girl
(3), Collegian writer (2).
NEWLIN, FREDERICK MALCOLM:
Cross-country (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (1, 2, 3,
4).
NIEDERHAUS, BILL: Student Assembly
Concert Committee (1), Ross Hall Dorm
Council (1), Houseboy (3), Intramurals
(2). Tri-Beta (4), Track (4).
NOWAKOWSKI, LAURA K.: Delta Gam-
ma Sorority.
NUSSA, BARBARA L.: Mortar Board,
Delta Gamma Sorority: President, Corre-
sponding Secretary; Rho Lambda,
Chimes, Spurs.
O'CONNELL, ELIZABETH: Spurs, Al-
pha Chi Omega Sorority: Second Vice
President (3), Debate (1), Intramural Vol-
leyball and Softball (1, 2), Student As-
sembly Evaluations Committee (4), Model
United Nations (3).
O'CONNELL, KATHLEEN: Mortar
Board, Chimes, Alpha Lambda Delta,
Delta Delta Delta Sorority.
OHL, JONATHAN J.: Dean s List
OLADEINDE, GBENGA: International
Students' Club Treasurer, Volleyball.
O'NEAL, KEVIN R.: Dean s List
O'SHAUGHNESSY, KEVIN J.: Phi
Kappa Psi Fraternity: Corresponding Sec-
retary, President; SAPhA, Inter-Fraternity
Council, YMCA, Intramural Sports (1,2,
3,4).
OWEN, ANITA S.: Mortar Board,
Chimes, Sigma Delta Pi, Delta Delta Delta
Sorority.
PAGIN, RUTH ANN: Chimes, Delta Delta
Delta Sorority: Treasurer (3, 4), Assistant
treasurer (2), Pledge Class Chaplain (1);
Alpha Phi Omega (1, 2, 3, 4); Angel Flight
Secretary (3); Alpha Kappa Psi (4).
PAVEY, KEVIN
PENCE, NANCY ANN: Blue Key, Alpha
Kappa Psi (3, 4).
PHELPS, JAMES COCHRAN, IV: Inter-
Varsity Christian Fellowship (2, 3, 4), Mu-
sic Educator's National Conference (3,
4), American Choral Director's Associ-
ation (2).
PHILLIPS, LISA K.: Alpha Phi Sorority.
PHILLIPS, MARY F.: Schwitzer Hall
President (4), Schwitzer Hall Publicity
Chairman (2, 3,), Alpha Phi Omega Mem-
bership Vice President (3), CrIpe Commu-
nications Group — PRSSA, lABC: Vice
President (3, 4).
PIERCE, SUZANNE: Sigma Delta Pi, Al-
pha Phi Omega, Kappa Delta Pi, Orienta-
Jion Assistant (4), Lambda Chi Alpha Golf
Social Champion (2, 3).
PIPPENGER, SUSAN G.: Mortar Board
President, Alpha Lambda Delta, Spurs,
Chimes, Phi Kappa Phi, Delta Delta Delta
Sorority, Rho Lambda (3, 4), Student
Foundation (2).
PORTER, LETITIA: Pi Beta Phi Sorority:
Panhellenic Representative (2, 3), Presi-
dent (4); Rho Lambda (2, 3, 4), Delta Tau
Delta Little Sis' (1,2,3, 4), Geneva Stunts
(1, 2, 3), Intramurals (1, 2, 3, 4).
POWELL, JANE E.: Kappa Omicron Phi,
BHEA Club (4).
PRATT, JANNA L.: Sigma Delta Pi: (3,
4), President (4); Alpha Phi Omega: (2, 3,
4), Recording Secretary (3); Sigma Alpha
lota: (2, 3, 4), Editor (3), Treasurer (4);
Lambda Chi Alpha Little Sis' (2); Data
Processing Management Association (4);
Spring Sing (1); One Act Plays (1).
PRESTER, MELISSA LEE: Kappa Omi
cron Phi, Women's Club (1), Interior De-
sign Association (4).
PURCELL, JOHN K., JR.
PURVLICIS, ELZA INGRIDA: Basket
ball (1, 2, 3, 4), Tennis (4).
RANDOLPH, KARA: Chorale (2, 3, 4),
Pizazz (4).
RAUH, JOSEPH ANTHONY
REGAN, JOHN ROBERT
REISS, MADELINE JULIETTE: Sigma
Rho Delta.
REYBURN, DAVID SCOTT: Cripe Com-
munications Group — PRSSA, National
Liaison Officer (2), Fund Raising Chair-
man (3).
RICHARDS, DANA A.: Kappa Kappa
Gamma Sorority: Second Vice President
(3).
RICKEL, STEPHANIE MICHELLE:
^
Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority, Half-Time
Honeys: (1, 2, 3) Captain (2, 3); Geneva
Stunts (1, 2, 3, 4), Spring Sing (3, 4),
Butler Ballet (2, 3, 4).
ROACH, ROBERT DEWAYNE: Carillon
Art Editor (3, 4), Manuscripts Contribut-
ing Artist and Writer (3, 4), Omega Epsi-
lon Pi (1, 2, 3, 4), Cripe Communications
Group — lABC, PRSSA (3, 4), Football
(1, 2, 3, 4).
ROACH, STEPHEN SEARS: Dean's
List, Co/teg/an Staff Reporter (1, 2, 3, 4),
Drift Sports Co-Editor (2), Sigma Delta
Chi (4), Cripe Communications Group —
lABC, PRSSA (4), Dorm Council Repre-
sentative (3, 4), Alpha Kappa Psi (4), In-
tramural Football and Softball (3, 4), In-
tramural Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4).
RODGERS, PEGGY: Honor Society,
Mortar Board, Chimes, Alpha Lambda
Delta, Alpha Chi Omega Sorority, Reli-
able Resources (2, 3, 4), Marching Band
(1. 2).
ROESKE, DONALD W., JR.: Sigma Rho
Delta President (4), Pizazz (3, 4), Butler
Ballet (3, 4), Madrigals (3), "The Balco-
ny" (4), "Side by Side by Side" (4), Sig-
ma Rho Delta (3,4), Towson State (1,
2).
ROY, CURTIS S.: Sigma Nu Fraternity
Executive Council, Fellowship of Christian
Athletes (3, 4), Football: (1, 2, 3, 4) Cap-
tain (3, 4).
RUNK, JACK E.: Spurs, Chimes, Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, Butler Cheer-
leader (2).
RYBAK, DEBORAH M.: Tau Beta Sigma:
Member (1), Social Chairman (2), Trea-
surer (3, 4); Alpha Kappa Psi (4), Alpha
Phi Omega (3, 4), Student Assembly (1,
2, 3, 4), Commuters Association (1, 2),
Association of Independent Students (1,
2), Freshman Camp (1, 2, 3).
SALDUTTI, JEFFREY J.: Sigma Chi Fra-
ternity, Alpha Kappa Psi (3, 4), Baseball
(1, 2, 3).
SALES, TONY: Sigma Nu Fraternity,
Kappa Psi (3, 4), Football (1, 2, 3, 4).
SAMBOL, STEPHANIE: Sigma Alpha
lota (1, 2), Percussion Ensemble (1, 2, 3,
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4), Symphony (3), Wind Ensemble (4).
SCHAEFER, CATHERrNE V.: Kappa
Kappa Gamma Sorority: First Vice Presi-
dent, Corresponding Secretary, Rush
Counselor, Junior Panhellenic Represen-
tative; WAJC Staff.
SCHERRER, VANCE A.: Baseball (1,2,
3, 4).
SCHWAB, MARIANNE: Dean's List (1,
4), Alpha Phi Omega (2, 3), Geneva
Stunts (2), University Chorale (2), Wom-
en's Choir (3).
SEGARRA, JOSEPH W.: Dorm Council
Representative (1, 2), Resident Assistant
(3, 4), Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4).
SEIDENSTICKER, JULIE LEE: Pi
Kappa Lambda, Alpha Lambda Delta,
Sigma Alpha lota, Tau Beta Sigma, Mor-
tar Board, Delta Delta Delta Sorority,
Symphony (1, 2, 3, 4), Jazz Band (2, 3,
4), Marching Band (1, 2.).
SEYMOUR, DIANA LYNNE: Honor So
ciety. Alpha Phi Omega Sorority, Ameri-
can Chemical Society (1, 2, 3, 4), Student
Assembly (2, 3, 4), Student Judicial
Board (3, 4), Commuter Association (3).
SHAUGHNESSY, MARGARET MARY:
Chimes, Delta Gamma Sorority, Alpha
Kappa Psi (4).
SHEDDEN, ANDREW I.: Phi Eta Sigma,
Alpha Lambda Delta, Sphinx.
SHELTON, DELLA M.: Departmental
Honors in Computer Science, Cripe Com-
munications Group — PRSSA Campus
Coordinator for the Red Cross's Great
American Smoke-Out — 1982.
SHERWOOD, WILLIAM L.: Alpha
Kappa Psi (4), Intramurals (1, 2, 3, 4),
Baseball (1).
SMITH, AMY M.: Honor Society, Blue
Key, Mortar Board.
SMITH, ANNE: Kappa Alpha Theta So-
rority.
SOLTERMANN, JULINA RAE: Athletic
Training Staff (2).
SPIKER, JANET L.: Delta Delta Delta
Sorority, Marching Band (1), Angel Flight
(1).
STAHL, ELIZABETH A.: Rho Lambda,
Spurs, Chimes, Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sorority, SAPhA (2, 3, 4, 5), Kappa Psi
(2, 3, 4, 5), YMCA Camp Counselor (2),
Spring Sing (4), Softball (1), Intramurals
(1, 2, 3, 4), Co-ed Volleyball (4).
STEPHENS, ROSE MARIE D.: Dean s
List (1, 2, 3, 4), Student Assembly (4),
Commuter Association (4), Track and
Field (1).
STONER, LESLIE: Alpha Phi Sorority,
Marching Band (1,2,3, 4), YMCA Chapel
Representative (1), Fellowship of Chris-
tian Athletes (1), Intramural golf, cross-
country, basketball, kickball, softball, and
track.
STOUT, TERRI LYNN: Spurs, Chimes,
Alpha Kappa Psi, Alpha Chi Omega So-
rority: Rush Chairman (4); Half-Time Hon-
eys (1, 2), House Geneva Stunts Director
(3, 4).
STRATER, MARY L.: Orientation Assis-
tant (3, 4), Lambda Chi Alpha Golf Social
Champion (2, 3).
STRAUTMAN, BRIAN R.: Chimes, Phi
Kappa Psi Fraternity: Rush Chairman,
President; Inter-Fraternity Council Repre-
sentative (3), Outstanding Student Nomi-
nee (3).
STREIFF, RICHARD: Sigma Nu Fraterni-
ty, Football (1, 2, 3, 4).
SUAREZ, FRANK: Zeta Omicron Omi-
cron: 1, 2, 3, 4, Treasurer (2), President
(3); Dorm Council, Student Assembly,
Kappa Kappa Psi (1, 2, 3), Alpha Epsilon
Rho.
SULLIVAN, ANNE: Kappa Kappa Gam-
ma Sorority, 1983 Homecoming Queen.
SUTTON, LINDA LEE: Alpha Lambda
Delta, Phi Kappa Phi, Delta Delta Delta
Sorority, Spurs, Chimes, Mortar Board,
Alpha Phi Omega (2, 3), College Republi-
cans ( 1 ), Plays ( 1 ), Reliable Resources (3,
4), T.R.U.S.T. (4).
SWEENEY, JAMES P., Ill: Phi Kappa
Psi Fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega (2, 3, 4),
U.S.A.B.A World Goal Ball Championship
(2).
SYLVESTER, WILLIAM A.: Sigma Nu
Fraternity, Football (1, 2, 3, 4).
SYPULT, CHARLES F.: Sigma Nu Fra-
ternity, Football (1, 2, 3, 4).
TAYLOR, JULIE M.: Blue Key, Mortar
Board, Rho Lambda, Chimes, Alpha
Lambda Delta, Delta Delta Delta Sorority:
Pledge Class Treasurer (1), Recording
Secretary (2), Chaplain (3), President (4);
Marching Band (1,2, 3).
TIRMAN, THOMAS G.: Lambda Chi Al-
pha Fraternity.
TOWNSEND, TERRY TIMOTHY: Spurs,
Sphinx, Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.
URBANSKI, BRIAN D.: Resident Assis-
tant (2, 3, 4), Intramurals (1, 2, 3, 4), Zeta
Omicron Omicron (2, 3, 4).
VALDOIS, CHRISTINA E.: Junior Varsity
Debate (1), Marching Band (1), Tau Beta
Sigma (1), Geneva Stunts (1, 2), Sigma
Alpha lota (2, 3, 4), Spring Sing (2, 3),
Schwitzer Judicial Board (2, 3), Fantasy
Factory (3, 4), Orchestra (3), Cast of
"God's Favorite" (5), A.S.T.A. (4),
M.E.N.C. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
WACHTEL, ROGER PAUL: Marching
Band (1, 2), Beta Beta Beta (1, 2, 3, 4),
Kappa Kappa Psi (1, 2), Bowen Award,
Southport High School Football Coach,
Outstanding Teacher Education Student.
WARNER, ROSEMARY
WEAVER, JON DARRIN
WELLS, DARRYL A.: Honor Society, Al-
pha Lambda Delta, Phi Eta Sigma,
Chimes, Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity: Re-
cording Secretary (2), Vice President (3).
WESTMORELAND, GLENDA R.: Phi
Kappa Phi, lota Sigma Pi.
WHELAN, LAURA M.: Alpha Phi Omega
(2), officer (3); Resident Assistant (4),
Sigma Delta Chi (2, 3, 4).
WICKS, DAVID R.: Delta Tau Delta Fra-
ternity.
WIETEN, DOUGLAS P.: Mortar Board,
Blue Key.
WILLIAMS, LINDA A.: Kappa Alpha
Theta Sorority, Dean's List, Spurs Pan-
hellenic Council (3, 4).
WILLIAMS, SHARON L.: Alpha Lambda
Delta, Spurs, Chimes, Mortar Board, Al-
pha Chi Omega Sorority, Geneva Stunts
(1, 2, 3, 4), Spring Sing (3), Alpha Kappa
Psi (3, 4), Freshman Camp Counselor (3),
Orientation Guide (3).
WILLIAMS, VICTOR BABATOPE: Inter-
national Students Club President (4), Vol-
leyball (2).
WILSON, NANCY LYNN: Home Eco-
nomics Club (3, 4), Vice President (4).
WINROTE, KURT: Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity, Alpha Alpha Chapter.
WOOLARD, SHARON LOUISE: Alpha
Phi Sorority: Rush Chairman, Activities
Chairman; Home Economics Club, Wel-
wyn.
WOOLBERT, MARIANNE: International
Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Drill Instructor (4),
French Honor Society.
ZIEGLER, MARCIA JOANN: Phi Delta
Chi (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), Rho Chi, Schwitzer Hall
Chaplain (3).
KEY: APhA — American Pharmaceutical
Association; A.S.T.A. — American String
Teachers Association; BBB — Tri-Beta;
BHEA — Butler Home Economics Asso-
ciation; E.M.T. — Emergency Medical
Technician; Fashion in the A.C.T. — As-
sociation of Clothing and Textiles; lABC
— International Association of Business
Communicators; M.E.N.C. — Music Edu-
cators National Conference; NPC — Na-
tional Pharmacy Council; PRSSA— Pub-
lic Relations Student Society of America;
T.R.U.S.T. — Trained to Respond and
Understand Student Tensions.
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BH CHANGES READILY
ACCEPTED
Lori Williams and Debby Glaser talk about the previous party before they
enter the Pi Phi House,
During the parties, the DG's find time to clown around.
Rush Counselor Ellen Brummilt returns to the DG
House after Rush activities,
"Try Delta ..." the Tri-Deltas sing to rushees before
they come into the house.
KKG advertises for nevi/ sisters.
Old-time Carnival Fun at the Pi Phi House.
The Greek system at Butler is a vital
part of many students' lives and RUSH is
even more vital to each of the members in
a fraternity or sorority.
This year the Fraternity RUSH w/as to-
tally overhauled with major changes be-
ing RUSH counselors, formal tours, regis-
tration and how the men received the
bids. Because of RUSH counselors some
men felt more comfortable in RUSH, the
registration enabled IFC to keep statis-
tics, and formal tours enabled men to
view all the houses. Bids were distributed
in a formal fashion this year to prevent
dirty rushing.
The women's RUSH remained basically
the same with the women touring all the
houses in a round-robin fashion. Each
day the girls toured fewer houses those
being the ones who received and accept-
ed bids from. Rush counselor Teddi Joyce
said that Panhel made it less possible for
women to get cross-cut.
RUSH this year could be considered a
great success for both women and men.
As proved in this case, a change was
definitely successful for RUSH.
Sophomore Phi's get together and remember their bid-day, one year ago. Theta Karen Schultz takes a breal< between setting up
for rush parties.
FRESHMEN PARTAKE IN NEW
ORIENTATION WEEK ACTIVITIES
Unloading cars, parents and students prepare for the year ahead in their
new housing unit.
As Freshman men await registration in Ross Hall, they become acquainted
with their new classmates
Commuter President Carol Schaefer and Sally
Hannagan greet freshmen commuters and present
their opportunities available.
88 • ORIENTATION WEEK
Entertainment under the tent "on the mall" provided freshmen with cultural stimulation.
Registration is only 15 more minutes as parents and freshmen wait outside Ross Hall on the first
day of their arrival.
Trying to figure out her schedule this freshman is
Lori Gaye prepares to move into Schvi/itzer
amazed at the vast number of courses available |_|g|| (jurinn orientation
to her at Butler.
Corn on the cob, fried chicken, rolls, kool-aid ... all greet hungry students under the tent during
orientation.
"Only one more trip to the car," shout-
ed one freshman to her tired parents. The
day was the first day of freshman orienta-
tion, and all freshmen were moving into
their new rooms in the residence halls for
a week of adjustments. The week of Au-
gust 22nd to the 28th brought many new
experiences to the freshmen as they be-
came acquainted with the campus and
college life in general.
Students were treated to a chicken pic-
nic supper on the Atherton Mall after set-
tling in, and later they attended their first
orientation group meeting. Groups of
about 20 students met with a faculty
member and an upperclass student. The
advisors gave the students information
about Butler and answered any questions
the students had. The orientation groups
met twice more during the week to dis-
cuss the book 1984 and to learn about
student affairs.
Throughout the week, "get acquaint-
ed" activities were planned for the fresh-
men to provide them with opportunities to
meet one another. These began Tuesday
with board games in Ross and continued
through the week with a dance in the C-
Club, a Hawaiian luau, an ice cream so-
cial, and the movie, The Wrath of Khan.
Freshman Erika Muschitz commented,
"My favorite event was the board games
because it was the first real chance I had
to meet people including my future Big
Brother."
Lori Lekerczyk summed up her views
concerning freshman orientation, by stat-
ing, "The activities helped me meet peo-
ple and get to know people better. The
week let me get a taste of what college
social life is all about."
£fr BID PROCEDURES
WORK WELL
Singing spirited songs, the Women of Alptia Chi Tri-Deltas help their new pledges lug their clothes
Omega welcome their new pledges on bid day- from Schwitzer to their house.
Alpha Phis welcome their new pledges with
enthusiasm.
Mindy Mclntyre and Carrie Makris sign up for bid day pictures with their new pledges.
90 • BID DAY
Marcy Klestal and Shelly Sunbury couldn't be happier with their
new pledges.
The Bid Day procedure as well as
RUSH was completely overhauled for the
men as well as the women.
Instead of receiving verbal bids, the
men received bid cards at the same time.
The men were sent to 15 locations across
campus where they had to sign the bid
cards by themselves. That afternoon the
men began to move into their new homes.
The women received their bids in the
same fashion unlike in other years when
they received them in Schwitzer. This pro-
cedure eliminated the "meat run" that
was evident in the past. At this time the
girls met all the new women in their house
and paired for bedrooms. Fraternity men
were recruited to help move the nearly
175 women into their new homes where
they would begin their Greek Lives.
Later in the evening IFC and Panhel
hosted a Greek dinner on the mall for all
new and current fraternity and sorority
members.
Pi Phis, proud of tlieir name, let the winole campus know that they are number one with their new
pledges.
TKE Dave Calabro helps the new women of Alpha Chi move from Schwitzer
to their new home.
The Theta pledges and actives could not be happier with their choices as
they travel down the row, honking horns.
New Aipna Pni Pledge Allison Erickson is helped by her new sister Jackie
DeSalvo as they move across the mall to their new home.
RECORD CROWD
AT FRESHMAN
CAMP '83
92 FRESHMAN CAMP
"Who said you need to be an engineering major to build a pyramid?"
Playing keep away in the pool at Camp Flatrock.
"I am an F . .
.
I am an F-R
.
. .
I am an F-R-E-S-H-M-A-N!"
This was the theme song heard
throughout the weekend at this year's
Freshman Camp. Sponsored by the
YMCA, Freshman Camp is an annual
event for incoming freshmen. The
camp is designed to help freshmen
meet other members of their class and
to give them a weekend of fun. Karen
Anderson, YlvICA Freshman Camp Di-
rector commented, "The freshmen
who didn't go missed out on a good
time.
"
On Saturday, September 4, 87
freshmen and 29 counselors and facul-
ty boarded busses for the 40 mile jour-
ney to the Flat Rock River Yf^/ICA
Camp. After settling Into cabins and
eating a picnic lunch, the freshmen
started to get acquainted by partici-
pating in a "mixed-up shoes" game
and a "people" scavenger hunt.
Activities became more strenuous In
the early afternoon with a volleyball
tournament, football game, and swim-
ming. Most campers at the pool, how-
ever, were too busy playing keep-
away, building pyramids, sunning
themselves, and diving to do much se-
rious swimming. After supper and hu-
morous skits acted out by the counsel-
ors, the day's fun continued in the form
of a dance with music provided by a
local DJ. Campers boogied to the
tunes and started new romances until
they had used up the last of their ener-
gy; then, they drifted off to the camp-
fire.
At the campfire, Counselors Carlton
Howard and Tom TIerman attempted
to scare the "naive" freshmen several
times with wild, bizarre tales, but the
newcomers refused to be scared, or
just refused to listen.
Everyone soon grew tired after their
busy day, and went back to the cabins
to catch a few hours of sleep before
awaking early Sunday morning for a
chapel service conducted by the coun-
selors.
Later In the afternoon, the campers
gathered at "Scum Lake" for the an-
nual canoe race. Outmaneuvering their
opponents, Mark Reardon and John
Weaver became the new "Scum Ca-
noe Champs. " As in recent years, the
race turned Into a "scum throwing
contest" with participants hurling slime
at each other as well as the audience.
Like all good things. Freshman
Camp drew to a close, but many will
remember the fun they had and the
friendships they made there. Freshman
camper Cathy Crablel said, "It was a
blast and a great way to meet new
people from Butler. I had such a great
time, I'd love to come back and be a
counselor next year.
"
AN OLD TRADITION,
WITH A NEW NAME
nded by the 'melons' these contestants eat to the end.
_
Av^Mu^
hese entrants must concentrate strictly on their
uitful and fruitless endeavor.
^^^ Sullivan of Kappa Kappa Gamma gives the
What comes to your mind when you
hear "censored"? For the students of
Butler University it meant a weekend of
celebration sponsored by the men of
Lambda Chi Alpha.
This was the 55th annual watermelon
weekend at Butler, but this year the name
was changed from Watermelon Bust to
Watermelon Censored because of com-
plaints of sexist connotations derived
from the word "bust."
"A mutual decision was reached by the
Lambda Chis and University Administra-
tion to change the name to something
less suggestive," said Lambda Chi vice-
president Steve Lemly.
A funeral was held with respect to the
old tradition and the next day the festivi-
ties began.
The Women of Alpha Phi spit the fur-
thest seed, and the men of Sigma Nu
tossed the watermelon the best. Michelle
Martin of Alpha Chi Omega won the wa-
termelon eating contest. Two new events,
the watermelon volleyball game and Ride
a Watermelon, were won by Sigma Chi
and Phi Delta Theta respectively.
The highlight of the day was the Best
Dressed Watermelon contest which was
designed by Greg Swartz to replace the
sexist queen competition. The best
dressed melon belonged to the Women of
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
"An all-campus party Friday night end-
ed the successful Censored," said Lemly.
This was a kick-off for a year-long fund-
raising effort for United Cerebral Palsy.
So even though the "Bust" was busted,
"Censored" will continue as a Lambda
Chi tradition.
1
Phi Psi John Robinson is stumped as he falls
the keg in the 'Western Event,' the Ride-a-Keg.
S RAISE $300.00
THROUGH
SWEEPSKATES
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The Alpha Phi banner decorates the
front of their house.
Jeff Sauerteig of TKE is ready to roll. Mike Reiley of TKE runs and jumps the hurdles in the obstacle course.
Tying up the laces is necessary to insure safety.
The seventh annual Alpha Phi Sweeps-
kates connpetitlon was held on October
6th. The men of Butler battled throughout
the warm October afternoon for the rights
of the 1983 trophy. After running the rug-
ged and challenging obstacle course, the
fast paced skate race, and this year's
mystery event, the human sundae, the
winners were determined. The men of
Delta Tau Delta and the women of Delta
Delta Delta received this year's honors.
Delt Steve Preusse was named Mr.
Sweepskates and Michelle Fishback of
Kappa Kappa Gamma was voted this
year's Queen of Hearts.
According to Tracy Lawrence, co-
coordinator with Michele Pitts, this year's
Sweepskates was a success. The Alpha
Phi's raised $300 for their philanthropy,
the American Heart Association, through
cookie sales and the Queen of Hearts
voting.
WELCOME FALL iS
TO OLD B.U.
Determination is the l<ey to success in this race. Onlool<ers cheer on the racers in the final heat of the water balloon shopping cart relay
Cameras and eyes line the runway as the Fall Fest Queen contest gets
underway-
Sarah li^iiosovich tugs and pulls to a victory with the help of her
Alpha Phi sisters and the men of TKE.
It takes great oral expertise to exchange the shelled yoke from partner to
partner.
Dave Calabro and Mark Carlson take the honors of hosting the TKE Fall
Fest as they announce the day's activities.
-all Fest Queen Jami Egolf of Alpha Phi is escorted by Jeff Sauerteig
as she walks the runway in the formal attire competition.
Tau Kappa Epsilon held its annual TKE
Fall Fest, planned year to year to coincide
with Butler's first home football game, on
Saturday, September 17.
Jami Egolf of Alpha Phi was chosen
this year's Fall Fest Queen, with Susan
Chester of Delta Gamma taking second
place and Gina Poore of Pi Beta Phi cap-
turing third place. The Queen candidates
appeared before the judges in three dif-
ferent outfits: sportswear, casual wear,
and formal attire. The contest was judged
by faculty members and Tau Kappa Epsi-
lon alumni.
Paired housing units competed in five
events: Tug of War, egg relay, shopping
cart relay, and pie eating contest. The
overall winners in competition were
Lambda Chi Alpha for the men's housing
units and Schwitzer Hall for the women's
housing units.
The spirit competition was judged by
the housemothers of the fraternities and
sororities on campus. Winning the overall
men's spirit award was Phi Kappa Psi and
the women's overall spirit award went to
Delta Delta Delta.
Emcees for Fall Fest were Mark Carl-
son, TKE social chairman, and Dave Ca-
labro.
The day's events were followed by an
all-campus party that night at the TKE
house, featuring the band "The Beat
Boys."
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Who will win this battle of the Raft Racers?
COniSU^R rW(gCRil5KB«re
A Middle Ages joust was the theme for this
banner from the Women of Delta Delta Delta.
The ringing of the 1 1:50 bell on Friday,
September 30, meant two things to stu-
dents — early dissmisal and the begin-
ning of Homecoming weel<end.
Homecoming is traditionally a time
when alumni return to visit old friends and
cheer on the football team. This year it
was more than that as students played a
vital role in all the activities.
Homecoming activities started like a
"shot" Thursday as Alpha Phi Omega
hosted a blood drive at which Delta Delta
Delta and Phi Delta Theta gave the most
contributions.
Crowds of students gathered on Ather-
ton Mall Friday afternoon as the activities
continued. While spectators kept a weary
eye out for bees, the tug-of-war ensued
with the Sigma Nu and Alpha Phi teams
receiving the honors. The Alpha Phis were
once again winners when paired with
Ross Hall during the relay race.
The students then ventured over to Hol-
comb pond where the raft race was held.
The men of Tau Kappa Epsilon and the
women of Alpha Chi Omega came out
soggy, but satisfied winners.
That evening Freshman Skits were held
in Hinkle as the women of Alpha Phi once
again took top honors followed by the
women of Kappa Kappa Gamma and the
men of Delta Tau Delta. A bonfire con-
cluded that evenings events as the queen
candidates and football players received
special recognition, and the cheerleaders
and Half-Time Honeys boosted the spirit
of all those present.
Bobbing for apples was one portion of the
Outrageous Relay.
Front Row: (L to R), Beth Bueltman. Jenny
Polston. Maureen Comerford. Anne Sullivan, 1983
Homecoming Queen, Irish Devine, and Randee
Morrow; 2nd Row: Kim Bryant, Cheryl Hill, Carol
Harrison, Beth Holycross, and Sally Hanagan.
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WHERE NOSTALGIA WAS NEW
HOMECOMING • lOl
These spirited Kappas hope to win the Spirit award presented by the
cheerleaders.
HOMECOMING 1983 (cont)
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After hearing her name announced, Homecoming Queen Anne Sullivan
hugs her escort Bob Dillon.
The Homecoming Court cheers the Bulldogs on to victory.
Men and w/omen housing units paired up tor the Ratt Race competition.
TKE pledges participate in a friendly and weird game of Homecoming Feud.
Saturday morning was the beginning of
many activities for alums and students
alike. A lunch was held on the mall which
introduced specific alumni and the queen
candidates with their escorts. The Butler
swing choir, Pizzazz, performed and im-
mediately following the parade began.
Led by the marching Bulldogs, the pa-
rade featured the Homecoming court rid-
ing in decorated cars with cheering fans
walking alongside.
The parade ended at the Butler Bowl
where the Bulldogs swept by the Valpar-
aiso Crusaders to a victory. Banners
decorated the field with the Lambda Chis
receiving the top honors.
At half time the Marching Bulldogs per-
formed, and the queen and her court
were announced. Anne Sullivan of Kappa
Kappa Gamma received the crown while
Carol Harrison and Beth Holycross were
the runners-up.
After the victorious game, students and
alums started to prepare for the dance
that night at the Atkinson Hotel.
All agreed that the dance was a suc-
cess and enjoyable as the music was up-
to-date and a cash bar was provided. At
the dance the queen and her court were
presented roses, and the overall winners
for Homecoming were announced. The
overall spirit award was received by the
men of Phi Kappa Psi and the women of
Alpha Phi. Overall winners were the men
of Lambda Chi Alpha and the women of
Alpha Phi.
HOMECOMING
EVA STUNTS MORE
PROFESSIONAL THAN EVER!
Mr T makes a guest appearance on "The Love Boat" as the Lambda Chi's and DG's Kappa Jennifer Tyson dances her way into the heart and soul of Stunts '83.
win Geneva Stunts 1983.
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Rob Dauber of Delta Tau Delta impersonated
Frank Sinatra in a Sentimental Journey."
Lambda Chi Tom Rogers amuses the Clowes
Hall sell-out crowd with his rendition of "The
Love Boat."
As the lights shined on Clowes Hall
stage Oct. 24, Nancy Ribordy and Mark
Stewart, the mistress and master of cere-
monies, introduced the first act of Geneva
Stunts.
This annual event sponsored by the
Butler YMCA is a housing unit competi-
tion centering on singing, dancing and
acting.
Housing units were paired and direc-
tors were chosen as each group tried to
out-talent the rest. The winners were the
Women of Delta Gamma and the Men of
Lambda Chi Alpha. Their ten-minute
musical skit entitled That's Entertain-
ment! was surrounded by backdrops and
banners which were also judged. Second
place was received by the Women of Al-
pha Phi and the Men of Phi Kappa Psi in
their portrayal of Jitter and Jive revolving
around the supposed generation gap that
separates today's teens from their par-
ents. The commuters and the Women of
Delta Delta Delta received third place as
they slipped into the Twilight Zone and
pictured what Butler may be like in the
distant future.
All agree that this year's acts out-tal-
ented many of the past. Other groups
that performed were the Women of Alpha
Chi Omega and the Men of Sigma Nu in
Trash Dance, the Schwitzer women and
the TKE men in Toy Land, the Kappa
Women and the Delt Men in Sentimental
Journey and the Men of Phi Delta Theta
and the Women of Kappa Alpha Theta in
Back to the Drawing Board.
Phi Psi Rusty Denton swings his "wife" to "Jitter and Jive."
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RECORD CROWD
SEES SPRING
S!NG 1984
ill. K'Ml
Pizazz works "Some Ole Black Magic" to entertain the audience before the
presentation of awards.
All the hard work
and effort payed off
as directors Dave
Calabro and Lisa
Uesugi prepare to
present the 1984
Spring Sing
Awards.
From the 40's to the 80's, Junior John Piner's
production "Simply Jazzin" gave the audience a
unique look at dancing.
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The institution of marriage is examined as the women of Delta Delta Delta
and the men of Phi Kappa Psi join together in "Rice, Rings, and
Seniimential Things."
106 • SPRING SING
Rain did not spoil this parade as ttie women ot Schiwtzer Hall and the men of Delta Tau Delta captured
second place.
When Butler students think of Spring,
they think of warm weather, throwing fris-
bees, and getting a suntan. More impor-
tantly, however, the arrival of Spring
brings to mind Spring Sing. This year
housing units worked harder than ever
before to make the 64th annual YMCA
Spring Sing the most successful in histo-
ry. In fact, this year's Sing set a new re-
cord in ticket sales.
The women of Schwitzer Hall and the
men of Delta Tau Delta began the evening
by "Singing in the Rain." The Alpha Phi,
Tau Kappa Epsilon act followed which
featured songs in "Duets." The Kappa
Alpha Theta's and the Sigma Chi's band-
ed together to present their version of
"Rockin in the 50's." Next John Piner
provided a dazzling dance number enti-
tled "Simply Jazzin'."
Following intermission the women of
Delta Gamma and Ross Hall men invited
the audience to a "Celebration!" Next,
the Delta Delta Deltas and the Phi Kappa
Psis joined in nuptial harmony in "Rice,
Rings, and Sentimental Things." They
were followed by the Kappa Kappa Gam-
mas and Sigma Nus performing selec-
tions from the 40's in "Struttin' in Style."
The final act was performed by the Alpha
Chi Omegas and the Lambda Chi Alphas,
and it encouraged audience members to
"join the Circus."
Each performance was evaluated for
harmony, musical interpretation, chore-
ography and stage presence.
First place was captured by the women
of Delta Gamma and the Ross Hall men.
Second went to the Delta Tau Deltas and
Schwitzer women. Third place was
awarded to the Alpha Chis and Lambda
Chis. A new award for the audience's fa-
vorite was received by the Sigma Chis
and the Kappa Alpha Thetas.
Along with these awards, special
awards presented by the YMCA were also
mentioned at Spring Sing. The Lambda
Chi Alphas received the Lamp of Wisdom
organizational service trophy of Butler
University. Also presented were the pres-
tigious freshman awards based on out-
standing scholarship, leadership, and in-
volvement. These awards went to Tom
Goodwin of Phi Kappa Psi and Lisa Mus-
cara of Schwitzer Hall.
The 1984 Spring Sing was under the
direction of Lisa Uesugi of Delta Gamma
and Dave Calabro of Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Poodle skirts and greaded back hair rocked the women of Kappa Alpha Theta and the men of Sigma Chi
into the audiences' favorite award.
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CURVEY COURSE
HEIGHTENS DRAMA
AT PHI PSI 500
Riders from Delta Tau Delta. Ptii Delta Theta ir,d
Sigma Nu get ready to roll
1984 Queen of the Pits, Sheryl Matthis receives
congratulations.
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The "Queen of the Pits" contestants
On April 14, during Spring Weekend,
the men of Phi Kappa Psi proudly pre-
sented the 7th annual Phi Psi 500.
The all-campus event has been a
tradition on Butler's campus that has
improved with age. This year the event
was held in the parking lot next to the
Phi Psi house. The course was also
more difficult as curves were formed
with straw bales.
Brad Gillum was the chairman of the
event, which included the mini-bike
race, tire relay, and queen contest. The
race included five men from each
house appropriately dressed and sup-
plied with a minibike. The three prelimi-
nary heats consisted of five laps, one
for each rider. The women parked with
the men and worked as pit crews,
changing riders and equipment. The
final race consisted of racers with the
three best times from the earlier heats.
The men of Tau Kappa Epsilon, Ross
Hall, and Lambda Chi Alpha made it
into the finals and rode ten laps for the
final race. After penalties were as-
sessed and times confirmed, the men
of Ross Hall came in first followed by
the TKE's.
The women competed in the tire re-
lay. The women of Delta Gamma won
this event. Sheryl Matthis of Kappa Al-
pha Theta won the crown as "Queen
of the Pits" and Leah Brandon of
Kappa Kappa Gamma received sec-
ond-place honors.
A special plaque was given to the
women of Kappa Kappa Gamma in
memory of the 1983 Queen of the Pits,
Jayne Goode.
mmes^
TKE Brian Hoskings all ready to ride.
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PHI KAPPA PSi AND
DELTA DELTA
DELTA TAKE
ANCHOR SPLASH The crowd enjoyed the Splash.
Dan Smith and others help exchange sweatshirts in the Sweatshirt Relay.
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Hosts of the D.G. Anchor Splash, Bob and Tom of the Q-Zoo.
Despite the cold weather and snow,
Butler Greeks and residence hall mem-
bers donned their swim suits and headed
for the Delta Gamma Anchor Splash in
Hinkle Fieldhouse on March 30, 1984.
The women of Delta Gamma went all
out for this year's Splash, which featured
several events judged for competition as
Indy's famous disc-jockeys. Bob and
Tom from WFBQ, hosted the afternoon's
activities.
Each male housing unit, paired with a
female housing unit, was coached by two
women from Delta Gamma as they chor-
eographed and practiced routines for the
annual synchronized swim competition.
The men of Tau Kappa Epsilon captured
first place splashing to Greased Light-
ning.
Other events included swimming relays
with the paired housing units. The men of
Phi Kappa Psi and the women of Delta
Delta Delta stroked and snorkled their
way to win the event.
The last event, the "Tasmanian Ya-
hoo," featured one man from each team
paddling his way across the pool on an
innertube while screaming "YAHOO!"
The men of Phi Kappa Psi captured that
event.
Throughout the afternoon, each hous-
ing unit entered a contestant in either the
Miss Mermaid or Mr. Anchor Splash con-
test. The women of Kappa Alpha Theta
and the Men of Sigma Chi took first place
honors in this event.
Points were tallied and the awards were
presented. The men of Phi Kappa Psi and
the women of Delta Delta Delta took the
overall winner award.
The D.G. Officiating Corp,
Taking part in the Synchronized Swim.
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500 + SENIORS
GRADUATE
The last set of books.
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Indiana weather performed as usual
the crowd of over 4,000 who attended But-
ler's Commencement on Sunday, May 13.
What began as a cool, dreary afternoon
ended in bright sunshine and blue skies.
The platform was decked with the color-
ful banners depicting each college of the
University plus flags from every state and
country represented in the graduating
class.
Max S. Norris, M.D., '42, chairman of the
University's Board of Trustees, welcomed
over 500 graduates, their families and
friends to the Hilton U. Brown Theatre and
Butler's 129th Commencement.
In his charge to the graduating class.
President John G, Johnson said, "You are
not graduating into a state or even a na-
tion, but truly into the world. I, for one, am
enthusiastic about the marvelous opportu-
nity you have before you."
He then conferred six honorary degrees
upon recipients who have outstanding re-
cords as citizens and public servants. The
recipients were: Dr. Wayne Clayson Booth,
Doctor of Humane Letters; Howard C.
Caldwell, Jr., Doctor of Letters; Dr. Francis
E. Cislak, Doctor of Science; John H. John-
son, Doctor of Humane Letters; Katherine
D. Kane, Doctor of Public Service; and
John B. Smith, Doctor of Laws. Caldwell
graduated from Butler with his A.B. in
1950, and his M.S. in 1968.
The Class of 1984 invited Professor
James Watt of Butler's English Department
to give the Commencement address. His
topic, "The Substance of Things Hoped
For," was most appropriate. He told the
graduates, "There is no conflict between
knowledge and value. Every piece of
knowledge has a value; every value de-
pends on knowledge.
"The diploma you receive is a statement
of faith
. .
., the substance of things hoped
for, the evidence of things not seen."
The scene of graduation.
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Senior Class President Kevin Ault addresses the Senior Banquet.
The graduation ceremonies were not
the only activity to occur over the
weekend, however. The Thursday pre-
ceding, about tifty members of the
Class of '84 gathered at St. Maur for a
picnic sponsored by the Class of '84
and Mortar Board. Those in atten-
dance had a good time.
Saturday afternoon, May 12, Senior
Class treasurer Charles R. Goff wel-
comed graduates, their families and
friends to the Baccalaureate ceremo-
nies held at Fairview Presbyterian
Church. Reverend James Stender of
the Butler Campus Ministry gave the
address and a Senior Ensemble, con-
ducted by Dr. Jack Eaton provided the
music.
That evening, at the Atkinson Hotel,
the Alumni Association hosted their
first Senior Class Dinner in honor of
their newest members. Ms. Toni Su Ax,
'62, president, explained the objec-
tives of the dinner, "to celebrate the
attainment of an important milestone
in your life, to recognize your accom-
plishments, and to welcome you into
the Butler University Alumni Associ-
ation."
The seniors also presented five Ex-
cellence in Teaching awards to Dr.
Harry Hicks, Dr. Philip St. John, Dr. O.
LeRoy Salerni, Mrs. Martha S. Zetzl,
and Dr. James Briscoe.
Overall, the weekend was very busy
and exciting time for the members of
the Class of '84.
Friends and family enjoyed the ceremonies.
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Carl Henn addresses the crowd of 390
LERUNivi STUDENT
RECOGNITION
BANQUET
Outstanding Female Bethany Holycross receives
congratulations from Mrs. Barry.
The Top-Ten Outstanding (wlales: (L to R), Arthur Allen, Kevin Ault. John Brand, Robert Dauber, Steve
Gerber, Michael Maynard, Jeffery Johnson, Jeffrey Linton, Timothy McRoberts, James McMechan.
The Top-Ten Outstanding Females: (L to R), Jennifer Ail<man, Kerry Aikman, Lorijean Golichow/ski,
Bethany Holycross, Lori Hardin, Jill Lear, Coleen McGarry, Elizabeth O'Connell, Susan Pippenger.
Michele Sauer not pictured.
Outstanding Male Jeffery Johnson addresses the
crowd after receiving his award.
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OUTSTANDING FEMALES: OUTSTANDING MALES:
Susan Beasley
Bridget Brennan
Mary Brideweser
Shanna Brodie
Karia Burkett
Monica Cantrell
Dayle Carlson
Sharon Casper
Ann Cassidy
Julie Clingenpeel
Maureen Comerford
Tamara Deeter
Gay Fetters
Teresa Foreman
Dianne Foster
Deena Galich
Priscilla Gilb
Jayne Gorman
Lisa Gregoline
Beth Hampton
Kathryn Harding
Carol Harrison
Sharon Hess
Sarah Hill
Cynthia Holt
Patricia Homeier
Sara Howey
Julia Ann Hughes
Vickie Huntington
Michele Kuehr
BtiTlERUNIVERSITV
Shari Marcum
Kimberly Markovich
Katharine Matheny
Sally Mathis
Sheryl Matthys
Teresa McKain
Molly McKay
Michele McNabb
Amy Miller
Diane Miller
Randee Morrow
Susanne Neckermann
Susan Nelson
Barbara Nussa
Kathleen O'Connell
Dianne Orban
Anita Owen
Jennifer Pennington
Lisa Phillips
Mary Phillips
Jennifer Poiston
Leiitia Porter
Elza Purvlicis
Karen Schultz
Julie Seidensticker
Carole Shaffer
Julie Taylor
Gina Williams
Robert Baily
Peter Brady
Marc Burrough
John Carwile
Michael Castellanta
Eric Chapman
Kyle Davis
William DeBow
Duane Denton
Todd Dudley
William Evans
Willam Fecher
Thomas Fitch
John Garing
George Green
Timothy Haseley
Joseph Helstrom
Robert Hicks
Carlton Howard
Alfred Ironside
Danny Jarett
Stephen Lemley
Michael Magier
Ira McAliley
Eric Murphy
Gregg Murphy
John Piner
Michael Plake
John Purcell
Mark Roberds
Jeffrey Saldutti
Joseph Segarra
Bruce Smith
Daniel Stevens
Brian Strautman
Richard Streiff
Steven Tyler
Brian Urbanski
Frank Weathers
Darryl Wells
Douglas Wieten
Outstanding Students Bethany Holycross and
Jeffery Johnson.
The 22nd annual Student Recognition ing female and one outstanding male
Banquet was held on April 6, 1984. The were chosen. The Outstanding Male was
Banquet is sponsored by the Butler Uni- Jeffrey Johnson, a senior political science
versify Alumni Association as a means of
honoring students who have distinguished
themselves in academics and extra-cur-
ricular activities on campus.
These students were nominated by oth-
er students, faculty, and administrative
staff. At a reception hosted by the Alumni
Association, all nominated students and
the Student Recognition Committee vot-
ed to select the top-ten male and female
students from the pool of candidates.
The top-ten women were Jennifer Aik-
man, Kerry Aikman, Lorijean Goli-
chowski, Lori Hardin, Bethany Holycross,
Jill Lear, Coleen McGarry, Elizabeth
O'Connell, Susan Pippenger, and Michele
Sauer. The top-ten men were Arthur Al-
len, Kevin Ault, John Brand, Robert
Dauber, Steve Gerber, Jeffrey Johnson,
Jeffrey Linton, M. Scott Maynard, James
McMechan, and Tim McRoberts.
From this list of twenty, one outstand-
major. The Outstanding Female was
Bethany Holycross, a fourth-year phar-
macy student. Both students were exten-
sively Involved in campus, community,
and academic activities.
Those attending were welcomed with
remarks by Carl W. Henn, president of the
Alumni Association. Remarks from Uni-
versity President John G. Johnson fol-
lowed. Butler alumna and former Out-
standing Student Jamie Phillippe-Barry
presented awards.
The Director of Alumni Relations, Duke
Haddad, was very pleased with this year's
banquet. "We have a lot of programs
dealing with students, but by far the most
important is the Student Recognition
Banquet. We had approximately 390
people this year and attendance has gone
up and up. All these people come togeth-
er for one purpose: to honor the Stu-
dents," he said.
Family, friends, and nominees listen to Alumni President Carl Henn.
1973 Graduate and former Outstanding
Student. Jamie Phillippe-Barry.
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Dance
Productions
Ned Hannah, Doug Leuderman, and John Sloan audition foi
Bud Kerwin to get a part in West Side Story
John Sloan, Bernard Wurger, and Mark Roberts in West Side Story.
John Sloan and Mark Roberts rehearse tor West Side Story,
Ike Turner and Michelle Sauer sing a duet from West Side Story.
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From left to right, Michelle Sauer, Bernard Wurger, and
Monica Cantrell in West Side Story.
Dance has long been an integral part
of Butler University. Tlie three major
dance activities this year were the
"Nutcracl<er," Senior Productions,
and the Romantic Festival.
The Butler Ballet and the Indianapo-
lis Symphony Orchestra teamed up to
perform Peter lllyich Tchaikovsky's
famous ballet, "The Nutcracker." It
has become an annual Christmastime
event. This year's performances were
December 1-4 in Clowes Hall. It was
particularly successful as four out of
five performances sold out. The ballet
company also went on a road trip to
Danville, Illinois. Jeannette Ally, Karl
Kaufman, and Bud Kerwin choreo-
graphed the production, and Michele
Jones, Ned Hannah, Becky Burke, and
Kathryn Deem danced In the lead
roles.
Senior productions are independent
study projects which dance majors do
as part of their graduation require-
ments. It gives them a chance to as-
sume the duties of choreographer;
each student chooses his own music
and cast, does the choreography, or-
ganizes rehearsals, is in charge of cos-
tumes, and plots the lighting. The sen-
iors involved in this year's production
included Madeline Reiss, Stephanie
Rickel, and Donald Roeske. A gra-
duate student and four juniors also
staged their independent projects;
they were Patricia Etzkorn, Kris Bu-
shor, Donald Hannah, Andrea lovan-
nisci, and John Piner. Piner's project,
entitled "Simply Jazzin'," was ex-
tremely successful and was performed
during the Pizazz concert and Spring
Sing.
Another traditional event at Butler is
the Romantic Festival. Held April 28-
29, this year's theme was "The Mighty
Five" in honor of five Russian compos-
ers, Balakirev, Borodin, Cui, Mus-
sorgsky, and Rimsky-Korsakov. The
chorale sang songs in Russian, and
dancers performed to Russian music
as the Butler Symphony Orchestra
played pieces by the featured compos-
ers and others. Two other major at-
tractions of the festival were the con-
cert of Russian violinist Viktoria Mul-
lova with the Indianapolis Symphony
Orchestra, and the performance of a
Russian Pianist, Boris Bloch.
Dan Roeske in the Romantic Festival.
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Theatre
Productions
Margaret Roberts played the aging grandmother. Cindy Gray looks on.
Ivan Fuller plays poignant scene from "Close Ties.'
Butler University Theatre Presents
CLOSE
TIES ^*
Cindy Gray, right, and Peggy Witt in "Close Ties.'
by ELIZABETH DIGGS
directed bv BERNARD VVURGER
Friday, September 30
Saturday, October 1
Sunday, October 2
1 Friday, October 7
Saturday, October 8
Sunday, October 9
General Admission S3. 00
Student/ Faculty S2.00
00 p.m.
00 p.m.
00 p.m.
00 p.m.
00 p.m.
00 p.m.
Studio 160
Lilly Hall
For Further Information
PHONE 283-9231
The sign said it all
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Missy Butler and Cameron McGuire fronn "Why Marry?
Drama students demonstrated their
talents this fall in Butler Theatre's pro-
ductions "Close Ties" and "Why
Marry?"
"Close Ties," written by Elizabeth
Diggs, is about the conflicts found
within the Frye family. The head of this
family was Josephine, the 84-year-old
grandmother whose senility led to
problems and family quarrels. Prill Gilb
liked the play, saying, "It was very
moving. It was something people could
really relate to. Many families go
through the same thing."
Margaret Roberts, the only actor not
from the Butler Theatre Department,
played the slightly senile grandmother.
Other actors included Geoff Hybarger,
Laura Joniskan, Peggy Witt, Cindy
Gary, Julie Fuller, Ivan Fuller, and
Chuck Ciriello.
Butler's second theatrical produc-
tion, "Why Marry," was a comedy
about a "modern woman's" problems
in the early 1900's.
"Why Marry," written by Jesse
Lynch Williams in 1914, and directed
last fall by Daniel W. Pugh, explores
the pros and cons of marrying either
for money or for love. Helen, played by
Cindy Gary, was confused about
whether to say "yes" to her boy-
friend's proposal. Since she is a "mod-
ern woman," an independent woman
who did not believe in marriage, she
insists that accepting his offer would
betray the sincerity of their love. Missy
Butler portrayed Helen's sister, Jean;
she has a marriage dilemma of her
own. Her brother John, played by Ker-
ry Karner, was pushing her to marry
their rich neighbor. The rest of the cast
consisted of Terry Townsend, Geoff
Hybarger, Phyllis Anderson, Tim Miller,
Cameron McGuire, Kevin West, and
Peggy Witt.
A scene from "Close Ties
'
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Assembly
Productions
Jonathan Randall speaks on Reagan's lack of policy concerning Lebanon
128 • STUDENT ASSEMBLY
Butler's Student Assembly had a
very busy year providing Butler stu-
dents w/ith the necessary ingredients to
insure that everyone had a tun-filled
year. Student Assembly programs
started early in the year with the ap-
proval of a late-night study room in
Gallahue Hall. The year also opened
with new officers. Jeff Linton was pro-
moted to First Vice President, and Pe-
ter Brady was elected Treasurer.
The first special event sponsored by
Student Assembly occurred on Sep-
tember 29, 1983 when Washington
Post correspondent Jonathan Randall
addressed students at Clowes Hall on
the policies of Ronald Reagan con-
cerning Lebanon. Tickets were made
available to students through another
one of S.A.'s new programs, the Stu-
dent Information Center located in the
south lobby next to the C-Club. Locat-
ed at the Center were all the tickets
and information about upcoming
events on Butler's Campus.
Student Assembly also got involved
with many other events. Racquetball
nights were held throughout the school
year. Also, the traditional film series
was continued on Friday nights, and
extended to a Sunday night film festi-
val. A change in the Honors Program
was also achieved by Student Assem-
bly.
The Spring Semester opened with a
concert in Clowes Memorial Hall by
comedian David Brenner. The sold-out
event was made available to students
at a discounted price, while the con-
cert sold well in the greater Indianapo-
lis area at full price.
Also in the Spring Semester was a
lecture by Maureen Reagan. Her talk
on the political opportunities for wom-
en was well received by the mostly fe-
male audience in Clowes Hall.
Second semester also saw the elec-
tion of Jeff Linton to Student Body
President.
The year closed with the most suc-
cessful Spring Weekend ever. In addi-
tion to all the normal events, sidewalk
painting contests and the Mr. Butler
parade, this year's event was bigger
than ever. Students could rent out hot-
tub time at a local business or take a
controlled ride in a hot air balloon right
on campus. Athletic competitions also
occurred during the weekend.
Under the leadership of presidents
Jeff Johnson and Jeff Linton, Student
Assembly had a very spectacular year.
Maureen Reagan addresses Clowes Hall.
Student Assembly Officers (Left to Right): Jeff Linton, Vice President; Colleen McGarry. Secretary; Jeff
Johnson, President; Peter Brady, Treasurer; Lori Jean Golichowski, Vice President.
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Graffiti
By Patricia i-iomeier
What were they thinking when they carved words in the
desk? Did it make them immortal
SIGMA NU
JOE DUNLAP
YAWN
BUTLER OF INDPLS.
CAN'T GO TKE GO HOME
until the next ink pens and pocket knives came along?
Were they struggling through Calculus or daydreaming in
Sociology? Were they in love
ALFONSE LIVES!
DELTA GAMMA
YAWN
FOOD
OBSCURED CLOUDS
with anyone or anything in particular? Were they looking
past college to graduation, past graduation to
PABLO
SIGMA RHO DELTA
LIZANN
PINK FLOYD
J.W.
life? What are they doing now? Carrying a gun?
Wearing a three-piece suit? Feeding a child?
UNDER A BLOOD RED SKY
PI BETA PHI
DICK
LOYOLA OF CHICAGO
MIXED NUTS
Did they understand what their own words meant to them?
WHAT A LONG STRANGE TRIP IT'S BEEN
Do they know what their words mean now?
Student
Works
The Haircut
By Jennifer Ail<man
A surprise — to be sure
Being unsure
Close-cropped hair
leaves me
Samson-like
Sapped of strength
certainty
self
"A lovely girl ..."
Women are described
not of mind
but of body
The phrasing
commonly, audaciously attempts
Essence
— not merely form
And thus I wonder —
can "lovely" girls
be void of tresses?
Perfection
By Sarali l-lill
There is an ideal of corn
a perfection of hog
that grows tall and green
long and fat
and hangs heavy with its ripeness.
Standing by the drought-brown stalks
with the withered hands
there is a sign,
over the ribby pigs
shaking in the dust
there is a sign,
and when the farmer sails
and the markets rise
and the couple down the streets goes meatless,
and it promises cool rain in April
and hogs rolling fat
in the mud.
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A Dawn's Swim To
The Uninhabited Island
By Erika T. Lersch
Fort Slocum.
Deserted of human existence
Large brick buildings
centered a parl< with trees.
Rows of abandoned stores that are not sold out.
Antiques For Sale
no sun, gray
Three statued mannequins in wedding gowns
dim with dust and aged webs
A house, a room, stairs, and yet
another room.
Opened shutters to a wonderful view.
I pierce out.
Other rooms have a better view.
I must show it to someone.
Approaching the upstairs door,
entering to see a window straight ahead
a portrait to the left,
a man, a captain
a ghost.
He appears, not startled am I
older then his portrait
I leave
To the rowboat I go, accompanied
still dim
gray, clouding
the docl< is decrepit, the boat old
a canoe that tips and flips
I struggle.
Destination arrives.
Invisible and secret, spattered pieces of broken glass to
barefoot natives.
Alfred
By Patricia IHomeier
He'll don a hat, then Time and smile in hand
Head down to eat, observe, too loudly laugh —
No sense in caring what small others think
He'll turn the page, then murmur "derelict."
Back in the makeshift darkroom he'll appear
Along with black-and-whites from murky pans
The photographs, enclosed in cards then mailed,
Have helped begin a friendship, warm cold hearts.
As friendships goes, he offers all he is —
And satisfies with nothing less he'll push
Until he's scraped your soul, pried loose your dreams
He doesn't stop with looking — got to touch.
The works on these pages were first published in MSS,
or Manuscripts. Edited by Katherine Shawn Matheny,
MSS is an award-winning publication almost every year.
All the poems and short stories within the edition are
written by Butler students. These poems are taken from
the Spring of 1984 edition, volume 52, No. 1.1 thank the
staff of MSS for allowing their inclusion within the pages of
the Carillon.
Senior Staff Editor
Katherine Shawn Matheny
Assistant Editor
Jennifer Dianne Aikman
Staff
Donald Buckingham
fvlichelle Haymon
Susan Kielbasa
Randy Lohr
Mary Moss
Mary Perna
Mike Riley
Dianne Sherman
Matthew Taylor
Jon Thurlow
Bill Titus
Valerie Weber
Faculty Advisor
Dr. William Walsh
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Works
Juxta-Chill
By Matt Taylor
Cold, cold, bitter cold
It's taken human lives untold
Knocking down the strongest man
In the frozen Northern land.
Cold, cold, Wintery cold
Rips down walls and then takes hold
Pierces through to every part
Almost to our life, the heart.
Cold, cold, chilling cold
But we inside by heat are lulled
To sleep by embers warming red
And many dreams dreamed in our head.
Cold, cold, sometimes cold
We wait it out then watch unfold
A spring of beauty, life, and grace
A cool wind blowing in our face.
Cold, cold, Where's the cold
It's Summer now with flowing gold.
Flaming orange and soft sky blues
Flowers dappled many hues.
Cold, cold Falling cold
Along with leaves of colors bold
Autumnal breezes, sharp but fine
Bring summer memories to my mind.
Cold, cold, cyclic cold
It's like a story oft retold
For Winter's come and soon shall be
Another season's memory.
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Puerto
Penasco
By Kevin Ault
It's not Dover Beach
but the sun fades in the west
over half a world away
And the golds and the reds
across the Pacific
are rivaled nowhere in the world
I have watched
the ebb and flow of the tide carefully
and slept soundly
to the rhythm of the waves
the ocean is a
timely and persistent friend
Somehow
in moments like these
I always think of you
your love reminds me of this scene
strikingly beautiful
and the motion and sound of the sea
are like your love
Rhythmic and dependable, slow and stately
but with latent passion
warmly, softly rocking me to sleep
By Sarah Hill
I
We are bad copies of one another.
We were dropped into similar sacks;
we ride in the same bones.
Our eyes slant in one fine line.
Our lips curl into mirrored sneers.
We are each other's first person
singular.
We have been wedged apart —
driven into angry circlings
like two starving cats (which we are).
We fatten our skinny guts on the same prey
and fight for the rotting carcass.
We guard our narrow alleyways with ease.
They lie opposite one another
on the same street.
Let me move you into a softer light.
Let me hide the flaws of your face
by setting you in a dark and quiet frame.
I want to study you in the dark,
to learn your look in the unfamiliar
contour of shadow.
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JOHN G. JOHNSON is the Presi-
dent of Butler University, a position
he has held since 1979. He graduat-
ed in 1949 from Carnegie-Mellon
University with his B,S. degree.
GRACE F. MULLEN \s the Adnninis-
trative Assistant to the President
and Secretary to the Board of Trust-
ees. She graduated Mary Baldwin
College in 1969 with her B.A. She
has been with Butler for 6 years.
WILLIAM O. POWELL. JR. is the
Executive Assistant to the Presi-
dent. He received his B.S. from the
University of Chattanooga, and his
MBA. from George Washington
University. This is his fifteenth year
at Butler.
PAUL D. (TONY) HINKLE, Special
Assistant to the President for Com-
munity Relations, has served Butler
in various capacities for over 60
years. A coach in three sports, Hin-
kle led the Butler team to national
championships earning 561 victo-
ries in 41 years. The fieldhouse was
named in his honor in 1965.
JAMES R. PHILLIPPE is the man-
ager of WAJC-FM and is also the
head of the Radio Department at
Butler. In 1941 he received his A.B.
from Indiana University and in 1943
he graduated Cornell University with
his M.A. He has been with Butler for
38 years.
ANN HARPER \s the Assistant Sta-
tion Manager for WAJC-FM. She
earned her B.A. from Butler in 1963
and her M.S. in 1968, also from But-
Paul D. (Tony) Hinkle
O
William O. Powell, Jr.
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Ann Harper
William H. Templeton
Thomas J. McTamney
(OOC
WILLIAM A. TEMPLETON is the
Vice President for Business Affairs,
a post he has held for five years with
Butler. In 1949 he received his B.A.
from Muskingum College, and in
1969 he received his Ph.D. from
Case Western Reserve University.
AL YCER. DRESSLERls the Associ-
ate Vice President for Business Af-
fairs and the Controller for the Uni-
versity. She graduated Indiana
State University in 1972 with her
B.S.
THOMAS J. MC TAMNEY is the
Bookstore Manager. In 1976, he
graduated Notre Dame with his B.A.
This is his second year at Butler.
EDWIN V. L YON is the Director of
the Physical Plant at Butler Universi-
ty-
CHARLES O. HARPER \s the Direc-
tor of Purchasing and Stores. He
has been with Butler for four years.
DARRELL R. FISHEL is the Busi-
ness manager for Holcomb Re-
search Institute. In 1973 he graduat-
ed Indiana University with his B.S.
He has been with Butler for four
years.
Darrell R. Fishel
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PAUL J. PARKER '\s the Vice-Presi-
dent for Student Affairs. He hias
been at Butler for five years. In 1969
he earned his B.A. from Loyola Uni-
versity of the South, and in 1973 he
earned his M.A. from the University
of Missouri — Kansas City. In 1976
he earned his Ph.D. from the same
school.
SALLY J. WALKER is the Dean of
Students. She has been with Butler
for four years. In 1973 she earned
her B.A. from Southwestern Univer-
sity and in 1976 she earned her M.S.
from Indiana University.
BARBARA B. ROGERSls the Direc-
tor of the Career Planning and
Placement Center. She has been at
Butler for five years. In 1958 she
graduated Northeast Missouri State
University with her B.A., and in 1973
she earned her M.A. from St. Louis
University.
JO ANN HAIRSTON JONES is the
Director of Residential Life. In 1972
she earned her B.S. from Eastern
Kentucky University, and in 1973
she earned her M.A. from the same
institution. She has been with Butler
for two years.
JEANNE MALONE\s the Director of
Student Activities and Atherton
Center. She has been with Butler
University for six years and graduat-
ed from Butler in 1976 with her B.S.,
and her M.S. in 1977.
JANET £ ZETZL is the Director of
the Student Health Center. She
graduated St. Vincent's School of
Nursing in 1957 as a R.N., and
graduated Butler with her B.S.
Jo Ann Hairston Jones
Jeanne H. Malone
Barbara B. Rogers Janet E. Zetzl
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RICHARD J. TIRMAN \s the Director
of the Counseling Center. In 1960
he graduated Notre Dame with his
B.S., and in 1962 he earned his
M.A. also from Notre Dame. In 1970
he received his Ph.D. from the II-
lionis Institute of Technology.
WILLIAM SMITH is the Director of
Safety. He has been with Butler for
four years. In 1979 he graduated
from Indiana University with his A.B.
ROBIN WILLIAMS is the Coordina-
tor of Intramurals and Recreation.
She has been with Butler for five
years, and graduated Butler in 1979
with her B.S., and in 1981 with her
M.S.
GENE P. KELLOG serves as Food
Service Director in Atherton, com-
pleting his third year here. Recently
promoted, he will serve in SAGA's
Sales Department in the Columbus,
Ohio, Area Office.
ROBERT P. KIRSCH is the Director
of the Alcohol and Drug Prevention
and Intervention Program and is in
his first year with Butler University.
He graduated from Indiana Universi-
ty in 1972 with his B.S., and in 1981
with his M.S.
ORIE L. LOUCKS is the Director of
the Holcomb Research Institute. In
1953 he graduated from the Univer-
sity of Toronto with his B.Sc.F., and
in 1955 he graduated the same in-
stitution with his M.Sc.F. In 1960 he
received his Ph.D. from the Universi-
ty of Wisconsin. He has been with
Butler for six years. ^^^
Robert P. Kirsch
Sec 5
oiuE
ZflcS
Orie L. Loucks
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THOMAS J. HEGARTY is the Vice-
President for Academic Affairs. This
is the second year at Butler. He
graduated from Harvard College in
1957 with his A.B. In 1958 he
earned his A.M. from Harvard Uni-
versity, and in 1965 he graduated
the same institution with his PhD.
DA VID M. SIL VER is the Associate
Vice-President for Graduate Studies
and Research. In 1937, he graduat-
ed Butler with his A.B. In 1938 he
earned his A.M. from the University
of Illinois at Urbana, and he received
his Ph.D. from the same institution
in 1940.
PATRICIA K. MESZAROS is in her
first year at Butler as the Dean of the
College of Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences. She graduated in 1964 from
the John Hopkins University with
her B.S., in 1966 from tfie University
of Maryland at College Park with her
M.A., and in 1971 from the same
institution with her Ph.D.
JOSEPH F. LAMBERTI is the Dean
of the College of Education. He has
received his B.S. from the Edinboro
State College in 1960, his M.A. from
the Northridge State University in
1966, and his Ed.D. from the Univer-
sity of Florida in 1971.
WILLIAM C. BONIFIELD is in his
fourth year as Butler's Dean of the
College of Business Administration.
In 1958 he received his B.S. from
Bradley University, and his Ph.D.
from the University of Minnesota in
1968.
DALE W. DOERR is the Dean of the
College of Pharmacy. He has been
with Butler for 28 years. He earned
his B.S. from Drake University in
1948, his M.S. from the University of
Illinois in 1953, and his Ph.D. from
Purdue University in 1963.
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LOUIS F. CHENETTE\s the Dean of
the Jordan College of Fine Arts. He
received his B.A. from Wheaton
College in 1953, his M.M. from
Northwestern University in 1956,
and his Ph.D. from Ohio State Uni-
versity in 1967.
RICHARD E. MARTIN \s the Dean of
Extended Programs. In 1963 he re-
ceived his B.A. from Indiana Central
College, in 1966 his M.A. from
Northern Illinois University, and in
1972 his Ph.D. from Purdue Univer-
sity.
PAUL R. VALLIERE \s the Dean of
the University College, and is in his
third year at that position. He re-
ceived his B.A. from Williams Col-
lege in 1965. From the Columbia
University/Union Theological Semi-
nary he received both his M.A. in
1968, and his Ph.D. in 1974.
WILLIAM /.. SYLVESTER is in his
twentieth year as Butler's Director
of Athletics. He received both his
B.S. and M.S. from Butler in 1950
and 1960, respectively.
JOHN P. KONDELIK is in his first
year as Butler's Director of Library
Systems. He received his B.A. from
the University of Florida, in 1964, his
M.S. from the Florida State Universi-
ty Library School in 1966.
HENRIETTE KAPLAN is the Direc-
tor of the University Media Center.
In 1951 she earned her B.S. from
Austin Peay State College, in 1952
her M.S. from the University of Dela-
ware, and in 1972 her Ed.D. from
Ball State University.
William L. Sylvester
John P. Kondelik
Henriette Kaplan
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STEPHEN J. BUSHOUSE is the
Dean of Admissions and Financial
Aid. He received his B.S. in 1966
from Alma College, and his M.A. in
1970 from Michigan State. He has
been with Butler for four years.
JOSEPH L. COLLIER \s the Associ-
ate Dean of Admissions and has
been at Butler for eighteen years. In
1964 he graduated Illinois Wesleyan
University with his B.A., and in 1973
he received his M.S. from Butler
University.
DIANE M. THOMPSON is in her
fourth year as one of Butler's Assis-
tant Directors of Admissions. She
also graduated from Butler with her
B.S. in 1979.
JILL H. APPLE IS also an Assistant
Director of Admissions for Butler
University. She graduated from But-
ler with her B.S. in 1978, and has
been employed here for the past
two years.
DAN STOCKWELL is in his fourth
year as Butler's Director of Financial
Aid. He received his B.A. from the
University of Denver in 1976.
JUDY HIMELICK\s the Assistant Di-
rector of Financial Aid. She earned
her B.S. from Indiana University in
1967, and her M.A. from Ball State
in 1969.
Jill H. Apple
Dan K. Stockwell
Judy M. Hinnelick
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J. BROOKS JONES is the Vice
President for Development for But-
ler University. In 1962, he graduated
West Virginia Wesleyan University
w/ith his B.A.
DUKE HADDAD has been Butler's
Director of Alunnni Relations for two
years. He graduated West Virginia
University with both his B.S., in
1974, and his M.P.A., in 1976.
DAN DULLAGHAN is the Director
of the Annual Giving Programs. He
earned his B.A. at Butler in 1970,
and his M.A. at Ball State in 1982.
He has been with Butler for seven
years.
THOMAS MC CLANAHAN is the
Director of Grants, a position he has
held for three years. He received his
B.A. from Baylor University in 1970,
and two M.A.'s from the University
of South Carolina, one in 1972 and
one in 1973. He also received his
Ph.D. from the same school in 1975.
CHRIS THEOFANIS is the Director
of Public Relations. He graduated
Butler in 1952 with his B.S., and has
been with Butler for 26 years.
Chris Theofanis
PAUL R. STEWART is the Vice-
President for University Planning
He received both his A.B., in 1947
and his fvl.A., in 1949, from the Uni-
versity of Nebraska; and his Ph.D
from the University of Illinois
1954.
Paul R. Stewart
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Teresa N. Velasquez
TERESA N. VELASQUEZ is in her
second year as Assistant Director of
the Computer Center. She graduat-
ed with a B.A. from Butler in 1979.
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Owen Schaub looks over plans for an upcoming
stage construction.
Victor E. Amend
VICTOR E AMEND:
Professor of English
A.B., University of Kansas, 1939;
M.A., ibid, 1942; Ph.D., University
of Michigan, 1953. Thirty-one
year at Butler.
HOWARD G. BAETZHOLD:
English Department Head and
Professor
A.B., Brown University, 1944;
M.A., ibid., 1948; Ph.D., Universi-
ty of Wisconsin, 1953. Thirty-one
years at Butler.
JOHN BEVERSLUIS:
Philosophy Department Head
and Professor
B.A., Calvin College, 1956; Ph.D.,
Indiana University, 1972. Howard G. Baetzhold
TERRENCE D. JONES has spent
the last three years as General Man-
ager of Clowes Memorial Hall. He
received his B.A., 1970, and M.A.,
1972, from the University of Kansas.
Terrence D. Jones
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BRUCE L. BIGELOW:
Assistant Professor of Geography
B.A., Syracuse University,' 1965;
M.A., Penn. State University,
1970; Ph.D., Syracuse University,
1978.
JAMES R. BRISCOE:
Assistant Professor of Music Ex-
cellence in Teaching Award —
Class of 1984 Presentation
B.M., University of Alabama,
1972; M.A., University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1974;
Ph.D., ibid., 1979.
RICHARD A. CASSELL:
Professor of English
B.A., University of Chicago,
1946; M.A., ibid., 1947; Ph.D.,
ibid., 1959.
BAY I. CHOTLOS:
Assistant Professor of Mathemat-
ics
B.S., Washburn University, 1966;
M.A., University of Michigan,
1966.
NICHOLAS M. CRIPE:
Professor of Speech, Emeritus
Thirty-One years at Butler.
A.B., Goshen College, 1949;
M.A., Northwestern University,
1949; Ph.D., ibid., 1953.
MARTHA COOPER:
Instructor of Speech
First year at Butler. B.A., West
Virginia Wesleyan College, 1976;
M.A., Northern Illinois University,
1978.
J I,
Bay I. Chotlos
Martha Cooper
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Band Director Robert Grechesky prepares to lake charge
of the band.
William S. Dawn
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ROBERT E. DARGITZ:
Assistant Professor of Sociology
A.B., University of Colorado,
1956; B.D., Lexington Theologi-
cal Seminary, 1964; f{/l. A., Indiana
University 1970; Pfi.D., ibid.,
1976.
WILLIAM S. DA WN:
Associate Professor of Marketing
B.S., University of Wisconsin,
1958; M.B.A., ibid., 1961.
RUTH ANN HORN DICK:
Assistant Professor of Education
B.S., Butler University, 1971;
M.S., ibid., 1973.
JOSEPH DUNLAP:
Assistant Professor of English
A.B., Georgetown University,
1941; M.S., Cattiolic University,
1950; M.A., University of Penn-
sylvania, 1963.
f\^ILTON L. FARBER, JR.:
Professor of History
B.A., Miami University, 1950;
M.A., Ohio State University,
1951; Ph.D., ibid., 1959.
Joseph Dunlap
Milton L. Farber, Jr.
Joseph C. Farah
George W. Geib
William Glenn
u
JOSEPH C. FARAH:
WAJC-FM Community Relations
Director.
GEORGE W. GEIB:
Professor of History
B.A., Purdue University, 1961;
M.A., University of Wisconsin,
1963; Ph.D., ibid., 1969.
WILLIAM GLENN:
Associate Professor of Dance
Hardin Junior Coliege; School of
American Ballet.
ROBERT GRECHESKY:
Assistant Professor of Music and
Director of Marching and Concert
Band
B.A., Rutgers University, 1970;
M.M., University of Wisconsin,
1972.
MARSHALL W. GREGORY:
Associate Professor of English
B.A., Indiana Central, 1962;
M.A., University of Chicago,
1966; Ph.D., ibid, 1970.
Dr. David Mason addresses students in a lecture on the
Cold War and its effects on Third-World nations.
Marshall W. Gregory
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RICHARD W. GUYER:
Director of Student Teaching and
Teacher Placement and Profes-
sor of Education
B.S., Butler University, 1948;
M.S., ibid., 1950; Ed.Spec, ibid.,
1967; Ed.D., Ball State University,
1970.
XANDRA LOU HAMILTON:
Professor of Education
B.S., Butler University, 1959:
M.S., ibid., 1964; Ed.D., Louisi-
ana State University, 1966.
J. WILLIAM HEPLER:
Psychology Department Head
and Professor
A.B., Allegheny College, 1949;
M.A., Ohio University, 1950;
Ph.D., Ohio State University,
1953.
ROBERT R HESSONG:
Associate Professor of Education
B.S., Purdue University, 1958;
M.S., ibid., 1962: Ed.D., Ball
State University, 1971.
HARRY E. HICKS:
Associate Professor of Account-
ing
Excellence in Teaching Award —
Class of 1984 Presentation
B.B.A., University of Pittsburgh,
1958; M.L., ibid, 1956; C.P.A.,
ibid., 1958; J.D., Indiana Universi-
ty, 1979.
J. William Hepler
George C. Hoffmann
Terri Johnson
u
GEORGE C. HOFFMANN:
Professor of Political Scierice
B.A., Swarthmore College, 1952;
M.A., University of Chicago,
1956; Ph.D. ibid., 1961.
FLORENCE JESSUP:
Modern Foreign Language De-
partment Head and Professor of
Spanish B.A. Wellesley College,
1956; M.A., Indiana University,
1958; Ph.D., ibid., 1975.
TERRI JOHNSON:
Instructor of Journalism
B.S., Indiana University, 1970;
M.A., Ball State University, 1981.
CARILLON, Cripe Communica-
tions Group, PRSSA, lABC Advi-
sor.
JOSEPH L. KIRSCH:
Professor of Chemistry
B.S., Butler University, 1964;
M.A., University of Illinois, 1966;
Ph.D., ibid., 1968.
ARTHUR LEVIN: Journalism De-
partment Head and Associate
Professor
B.S., Bradley University, 1953;
M.A. ibid., 1956.
William Ney and other faculty members participate in the
Annual Telefund.
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uSTANLEY LYONS:
Associate Professor of Physical
Education and Tracl< /Cross-
country Coach
B.S., Ohio State University, 1958;
M.S., Indiana University, 1963;
Dir. P.E., ibid., 1969.
DA VID S. MASON:
Associate Professor of Political
Science
B.A., Cornell University, 1969;
M.A., John Hopkins University,
1971; Ph.D., Indiana University,
1978.
International Affairs Club Advisor
RICHARD W. MILLER:
Associate Professor of Zoology
B.S., William and Mary University,
1969, Ph.D. University of Geor-
gia, 1975.
JAMES MULHOLLAND:
Associate Professor of Music
B.M., Louisiana State University,
1957; M.M., ibid., 1959.
WILLIAM W. NEHER:
Speech Department Head and
Professor
B.S., Butler University 1966;
M.A., Northwestern University,
1967; Ph.D., ibid., 1970.
Senior Class Advisor
Richard Miller
James Mulholland
William Neher
Joseph M. Nygaard
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WILLIAM I. NEY
Associate Professor of Speech
B.A., Butler University, 1958;
M.S.. ibid., 1967; M.A.. Ball State
University, 1977.
KAJ L. NIELSON:
Mathematical Sciences Depart-
ment Head and Professor
A.B., University of Michigan,
1936; M.A., Syracuse University,
1937; Ph.D., University of Illinois,
1940.
JOSEPH M. NYGAARD:
Professor of Education
A.B., University of Wisconsin,
1947; M.S., ibid., 1949; Ph.D.,
ibid., 1956.
GEORGES. OLIVE, JR.:
Assistant Professor of Account-
ing
B.A., Harvard University, 1940;
C.P.A.
ROBERT PRIBUSH:
Associate Professor of Chemistry
B.A., University of Delaware,
1968; Ph.D., University of Dela-
ware, 1968; Ph.D., University of
Massachusetts, 1972.
President Johnson addresses the President's Club in No-
vember, 1983,
Robert Pribush
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Jeanne Malone overlooking one ol the many Student Ac-
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DANIEL W. PUGH:
Assistant Professor of Theatre
B.A., Butler University, 1968;
M.F.A., Art Institute of Ctiicago
and Goodman Scfiool of Drama,
1972.
JACK PURDUM:
Associate Professor of Econom-
ics
B.A., Muskingum College, 1965;
M.A., Ofnio State University,
1967; Pfi.D., ibid., 1972.
DA VID B. REDDICK:
Assistant Professor of Journalism
B.A., University of Windsor, Can-
ada, 1973; M.A. Michiigan State
University, 1976.
JAMES L. ROOKER:
Director of Graduate Studies in
Education and Teacfier Certifica-
tion and Professor of Education
B.S., University of Illinois, 1950;
M.Ed., ibid., 1953; Pfi.D., Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, 1967.
PHILIP ST. JOHN:
Zoology Department Head and
Professor
Excellence in Teacfiing Award —
Class of 1984 Presentation
B.S., University of New Hamp-
shire, 1949; M.S., ibid., 1951;
Ph.D., Harvard University, 1956.
David B. Reddick
Philip St. John
O. LeRoy Salerni
Owen W. Schaub
Willi H. Schwoebel
u
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O. LE ROY SALERNI:
Professor of Medicinal Cfiemistry
Excellence in Teaching Award —
Class of 1984 Presentation
B.S., Duquesne University, 1957;
M.S., ibid., 1959; Pfi.D., Universi-
ty of Illinois, 1963.
OWEN W. SCHAUB:
Theatre Department Head and
Professor
B.A., Hofstra University, 1963;
M.A., Indiana University, 1968;
Ph.D., Kent State University
1978.
WILLI H. SCHWOEBEL:
Assistant Professor of Gernnan
B.A., Brigham Young University.
1970; M.A., Michigan State Uni-
versity, 1974; Ph.D., ibid., 1981.
THEODORE K. SHANE:
Assistant Professor of History
A.B., Ball State University, 1946;
A.M., Indiana University, 1947;
Ph.D., ibid., 1953.
STUART L. SILVERS:
Director of the Reading Center
and Professor of Education
B.S., Indiana State College, 1955;
M.S. Butler University, 1957;
Ed.D., Colorado State College,
1953.
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GEORGE M. WALLER:
History and Political Science De-
partment Head and Professor
A.B., Amherst College, 1941;
MA, Columbia University, 1947;
Ph.D., ibid,, 1953,
JOHN T. WEBB:
Instructor of Mathematics
B.S., Butler University,
M.S., ibid., 1976.
1974;
JACKSON B. WILEY:
Director of the Orchestras and
Opera Workshop and Professor
of Music
B.A., Yale University, 1942; M.S.,
Juilliard School of Music, 1953.
JOHN W. WILLIAMS:
Associate Professor of Music
B.A., Butler University, 1962;
M.Ed., Wittenberg University,
1967.
ROBERT G. WIRTHLIN:
Assistant Professor of Manage-
ment
B.S., Franklin University, Ohio,
1947; LL.B., LaSalle College,
1956.
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MARSHA WOLFERSBERGER:
Assistant Professor of Music
B.S., Ptiillips University. 1961;
M.M.E., Kansas University, 1976.
MARTHA SUE ZETZL:
Assistant Professor of Education
Excellence in Teaching Award —
Class of 1984 Presentation
B.S., Butler University, 1968;
M.S., ibid., 1974.
PAUL BERNS:
M.M., Instructor in Percussion
BARBARA SCHAEFER:
B.S., Instructor in Word Process-
ing
CHUCK SULLIVAN:
Poet-ln-Residence
New
Appointments
And Retirements
Butler welcomed two new admin-
istrators to campus tfiis past fall.
Patricia K. Meszaros came from thie
New Mexico State University to be-
come tfie new Dean of the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Robert
P. Kirsch also accepted the position
of Director of Alcohol and Drug Pre-
vention and Intervention. Mr. Kirsch
had previously attended Butler Uni-
versity.
The close of the school year also
saw the retirements of four faculty
members. Dr. Amend joined the
Butler faculty in 1953 and taught
English. Professor Dunlap began
teaching English at Butler in 1964,
although he originally taught English
at Georgetown University in 1947.
Dr. Kaplan joined the Butler facul-
ty in 1963. She recently served as
Media Center Director and also as
interim librarian. Dr. Rooker headed
the graduate program in Education
at Butler. He began his career with
Butler in 1961.
All four of these individuals have
been granted emeritus rank by the
Board of Trustees. We all wish them
the best success in the future.
Barbara Schaefer
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Assistant Editor Tony Bushnell rolls film for tfie pfiotographers.
Faculty Advisor Terri Johnson helps the entire staff at the
meetings.
Copy Editor Teddi Joyce collects the information first
hand.
Copy Editor Tom Goodwin and Advertising Director Suzanne Neckermann compare notes-
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Editor-in-Chief Bill Fecher takes care of some paperwork.
Well, here it is. The 1983-84 Carillon,
Volume 2. After working on the first
volume of the book, it seemed hard to
come back and do another one. It
seemed even harder to believe that
there would really be another one.
There was, i did, and here it is.
Any work of this magnitude takes a
lot of people to put together. In addi-
tion to the staff who did all the work
that was asked of them and more, the
editors made my job a lot easier. This
book is the best this campus has seen
in years. All who helped deserve my
thanks.
In addition to the students who
worked on the book, there are also
some faculty members who deserve
recognition. First is Terri Johnson. It
seemed that whenever we needed an
extra push, she was always there to
get us going again. Also, Bob Stalcup
provided many pictures that we could
not that were instrumental in finishing
this book.
I would also like to thank Dr. Paul
Stewart and Dr. Lynn Kloesel. They en-
deavored to make this book as gram-
matically correct as possible. Finally,
Dr. Paul Parker deserves my thanks for
trying to keep the Carillon an institution
on this campus for years to come. As I
graduate, I hope he is successful in this
task.
I would also wish next year's editors,
Cindy Lee and Tom Goodwin, the best
of luck; they are going to need it more
than they know.
Finally, of all the non-staff people
that have contributed to this book,
from John Garing to Kevin O'Neal to
the students in Bob Stalcup's photog-
raphy classes, there is one that is very
important to me. As I struggled with
the details of the book late into the
summer, Kitty Ossman was always
with me. I can not begin to repay her
for her help and support.
I hope you enjoy the book; it is a
continuing record of the events that
have shaped all of our lives.
staff member Cindy Lee sorts through copy
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Senior Ron Jefferies plays tor the crowds.
MARCHING BAND
Getting rested up for the next stiow
Keeping ttiings in line is important for band
members.
MARCHING
BULLDOGS
What would Halftime be without
the inarching band? Pretty boring,
that's what. The marching Bulldogs
entertained and excited football
fans between the halves and at pre-
game by performing their profes-
sional shows.
The 1983 band had 75 members
including 12 flag women and one
twirler. The band was under the
leadership of Mr. Robert Grechesky,
overall director, and Craig Engel,
drum major.
Much work went into the prepara-
tion of each show. The group prac-
ticed six hours during the week and
sometimes two hours on the day of
the show. The band performed at all
home games and traveled to per-
form at the Evansville and Indiana
Central games.
What happens to the faithful
marching band musicians as their
togs are stowed away for the sea-
son? They become the basketball
pep band and University concert
band for the Spring Semester.
Senior trombone player Dave An-
derson says, "The best thing about
marching band is the people in-
volved and the spirit and enthusi-
asm of ail members."
Senior Drum Major Craig Engle led ttie band on tfie
field.
Twirler excited the crowd with her difficult routines.
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Tony Bushnell and Ira McAliley clown around at the
basketball names
Partners Heidi Nadeau and Tony Bushnell cheer the
'Dogs on to victory.
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CHEER-
LEADERS
There are five men and five wom-
en on campus who could be de-
scribed as avid sports fans. What
makes them different from everyone
else? They dress in uniform when
they attend football games because
they are the Butler University cheer-
leaders. The five male cheerleaders
are Captain Tony Bushnell, John
Moses, Mark Young, Ira McAliley,
and Kent Haggard. The five women
are Captain Heidi Nadeau, Paula
Blackmon, Charlotte Morrow, Mindy
Mclntire, and Sharon Grothouse.
The group was Judy Paton, a for-
mer Purdue cheerleader and NCA
instructor, for its cheerleading advi-
sor. They have two regular practices
per week and usually one before a
game.
The cheerleaders were very hap-
py with crowd support this year and
would like to see the student partici-
pation continue. Besides cheering
at football games, they also help out
with judging spirit contests and ap-
pear at events like pep rallies. For
basketball season this year, they
worked with the Athletic Depart-
ment to promote more participation
at the games.
Ten new cheerleaders will be cho-
sen in March for the 1984-85 school
year. The women are judged on
cheers, jumps, a pompon routine,
partner stunts, and tumbling. The
judges look for ability as well as po-
tential.
Why would anyone want to be a
cheerleader? Captain Heidi Nadeau
says, "Being a cheerleader means a
lot of school involvement. It is a su-
per way of getting to know people
at B.U. Cheerleading is a good way
to express yourself while cheering
for the team. While being on the
squad, strong friendships are
formed between the members."
Under the net, aerial stunts.
Precision and uniformity are l<ey tor
cheerleaders.
Mindy Mclntire and Ira McAliley smile
crowds at the
for the
games.
Heidi Nadeau and Paula Blackmon cheer with
support from the band.
The squad built pyramids in Hinkle Fieldhouse
Captain Heidi Nadeau is on top of everything when she cheers the Bulldogs to victory.
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The Honeys also performed in the Homecoming Parade.
iig smile for the crowd.
HALF-TIME HONEYS
The pom-pom routine is not ail ttiat easy.
The Haif-time Honeys finish with a flash.
HALF-
TIME
HONEYS
The Butler Marching Band isn't
the only group on the tootbaii field
during halftime. They are joined by
twelve talented ladies who are ap-
propriately known as the Halftinne
Honeys.
These women practice fronn 12-
1:00 every afternoon during the
week to choreograph interesting
and entertaining routines for ac-
companlnnent to the marching band
songs. Although the women are un-
der the formal direction of Mr. Gre-
chesky, band director, the routines
are created by, and practiced by
the women alone. The co-captains
of the group. Dee Fischer and Lisa
Creech, are responsible for making
sure that everything runs smoothly.
The Honeys are chosen at the be-
ginning of each semester and mem-
bership is gained by auditions. Each
woman performs a routine,
marches, and is in a kick-line. Be-
sides being recipients of crowd ap-
plause, the Honeys also receive one
hour of Physical Education credit.
What is it really like to be a Half-
time Honey? Co-captain Dee Fi-
scher says, "It's a good time, al-
though it means a lot of work. You
can meet new people and get in-
volved on campus."
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Kooreman, Thomas E , Prot ot Spanish NP
Kourany, Carol. Inslr ot Home Economics NP
Kriebel, Eugema Sue. Assist Prot ot Physical
Education NP
Lang, Rosemary, Assoc. Prof, ol Music NP
Leatherman, Duane. Assist Prof, of Computer
Scie NP
Lieb, Shannon G . Assist Prot ot Chemistry NP
Lobb, Barry L . Prot. ot Mathematics NP
Loser, Cindy P., Assist Prof ot Speech and Au-
diology . . . . NP
Lynch, William, Instr. of Physical Education. As-
sist Football Coach NP
Lyons, Stanley, Assoc Prof ol Physical Educa-
tion. Track and Cross Country Coach . . 152
Main, Robert S., Assoc Prol of Economics NP
Maloney, Michael S . Assist Prof ot
Zoology . . . . NP
Marcheggiani, Joseph, Assist Prot. of Accoun-
ting NP
Marks, Martin, Prof, of Music NP
Mason, David S. Assoc Prof of Political Sci-
ence 149. 152
Mason, Linday Women's Basketball Coach .38
Mawhinney. Thomas C , Assoc Prot. of Manage-
ment . . . NP
McFall, Suzanne J , Instr ot Mathematics . NP
Meadora, Joe, Women's Cross Country Coach 27
Miller, Richard W
.
Assoc Prot of Zoology 152
Minassian, Donald P . Prot ot Mathematics NP
Morrel, Judith. Assoc Prot ot Mathematics and
Computer Science NP
Mulholland, James. Assoc Prot ot Music 152
Myers, Carol S . Assoc Prol ol Health, Physical
Education and Recreation . NP
Neat, Scott, Assist. Prol. ot Physical Education,
Baseball Coach . . NP
Neher, William W., Prof ol Speech, Dept
Head .152
Neville, Susan S . Visiting Instr in English NP
Ney, William I . Assoc. Prof, ol Speech 151. 153
Nichola, Archie J., Prot. of I
Prol ol Mathematics,
Nygaard, Joseph M
.
Prot. ot Education
.
. 153
Olive, Jr . George S , Assist, Prof ot Account-
i, James B
.
Assoc Prof ol Busi sAdrr
NP
Osborne, Richard D., Prol ot Music. Chairman.
Dept ot Theory. History and Literature: Chairman,
Graduate Programs in Music NP
Pelton, John F
.
Prot ol Botany. Dept. Head NP
Perrill, Stephen A.. Assoc, Prot. ot Zoology NP
Pharias, Florence, Assoc, Prof, of French , NP
Phillippe, James R
,
Prot. of Radio and Television,
Dept Head . ... 133
Poulimas. Constantine N., Assoc. Prol. ol Music,
Assist Conductor. University Orchestras NP
Pribush, Robert. Assoc Prot. ot Chemistry 153
Prophet, Mert, Supervisor Athl. Training and
Equipmen! NP
Pugh, Daniel W
.
Assist proL of Theatre 154
Purdum, Jack. Assoc Prol. of Economics 154
Ouinney, Paul R
,
John Hume Reader Prol. of
Chemistry, Dept Head NP
Roddick, David B. Assist Prof of Journalism NP
Reilf, Ralph V . Inslr ot Physical Education, Athle-
tic Trainer
, . . NP
Rooker, James L . Prof ot Education. Dir. ot
Graduate Studies in Education, Teacher Cerlitica-
tion .154
SI. John, Phihp A
,
Prof, of Zoology, Depl.
Head 154
Saierni, O LeRoy. Prol ot Medicinal Chemistry.
Sanders, Sarah B
.
Assist Prol
lacy
I Clin I Phar-
NP
Schaub, Owen W
.
Assoc Prof, ot Theatre. Dept
Head
. . 146, 155
Schaefer, Barbara. Coordinator of Word Process-
ing Center, College ot Education 150, 157
Schelle, Michael, Assist Prol. of Music NP
Schwoebel, Willi H
,
Assist Prof, ot German 155
Searles, Sharon, Assist Prot ot Music NP
Sexson, Joe, Head Basketball Coach, Assist.
Prot of Physical Education NP
Sexson, Rick J . Instr m Physical Education. As-
sist. Basketball Coach NP
Shane, Theodore K., Assist, Prof, of History 155
Shanklin, Henry D, Prot of Psychology
.
. NP
Sharma, Prem L
.
Assoc. Prof of Math and Com-
puter Science NP
Shaughnessy, Edward L
.
Prot ot English NP
Shaw, Margaret A
. Prof ot Pharmacy Depl
Head NP
Shellhaas, James L
,
Assist, Prot. ot Botany NP
Shiel, Gail H
. Instr Of Interior Design — Home
Economics NP
Shipley, Kent J . Assist Prot. of Accounting NP
Silvers, Stuart L , Prof of Education, Dir ol the
Reading Center 155
Skadron. Peter, Prol of Physics
. NP
Smith, Kathryn E., Assist. Prof, ot Music NP
Smith, Kathryn J , Assist. Prot. of Speech NP
Spencer, Marilyn, Assist. Prof, of Economics NP
Stalcup, Robert K., Instr. of Journalism. University
Photographer. Carillon Adviser NP
Stanton, Esther. Assoc Prof, ol Sociology NP
Steiner, Jr., Albert P
.
Prot of Classical Lan-
guages and Archeology. Dept Head NP
Sullivan, Charles. Poet-m-Residence p 157
Swariz, Howard A
.
Prof of Btonucleonics and
Pharmaceutical Chemistry NP
Swenson, Raymond H., Prot. ot Business NP
Uchida, Mark F., Assoc. Prof, of Finance NP
Van Tyle, Mary Jeanne Hawkins, Assist. Prol ot
Pharmacy NP
Van Tyle, W. Kent. Prot. of Pharmacology NP
Vesper, Nicholas J.. Assoc Prof, of Mathematics,
Oir ot Computer Services .
. ,
NP
Visscher, Sue, Assist. Prot. ot Finance . . NP
Waite, David H.. Assoc Prof, of Speech NP
Waller.George M.. Prof, of History and Political
Science. Dept. head 152.156
Waller. Martha S., Demia Butler Professor ot Eng-
lish NP
Walsh. William P.. Assoc. Prof, of English NP
Watt, James T
,
Assoc. Prof, of English NP
Waymoulh, Robert. Swim Coach 45
Webb, John T
.
Instr. ot Mathematics
. .
156
Weeks, Harold Thomas. Prof, ot Education NP
Wentzel, Wayne, Assoc Prot. ot Music NP
Wiese, Mildred M Assist Prof, of Pharmacy NP
Wiley, lackson B., Prot of Music, Dir. ot the Uni-
versity Orchestras and Opera Workshop 156
WiKeford, George, Assoc. Prof ot Theatre NP
Williams, John W,, Assoc. Prot. of Music , 156
Wirthlin, Robert G., Assist, Prof, of Manage-
ment 156
Wohler, Wilma L, Prof, of Home Economics,
Depl Head
Woifersberger, Marsha. Assist. Prol. ol Music 157
Wolfgang, Alan P., Assist. Prof, ol Pharmacy NP
Woodruff II, Burrlon G,, Prof, of Psychology NP
Woods, Violet. Assist, prol. ol Home Econo-
mics NP
Wurger, Bernard. Assist Prot. ot Theatre 124, 125
Yates, Willard F . Prof ot Bolany NP
Zetzl, Martha, Assist, prol ol Education ... 157
NP: Not Pictured
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The facade ot Schwitzer Hall.
Schwitzer
Hall
Decorating the lobby for the holidays.
Painting the hallways, to make them look their best.
178 • SCHWITZER HALL
"The best and getting better" is the
newly adopted phrase of Schwitzer Hall
residents. Of course, they always knew
they were good, but in 1983-84 they lived
up to their potential and showed Butler
University that Schwitzer Hall rates at the
top. Under the leadership of president
Mary Phillips, vice-president Dianne Or-
ban, secretary Anita Hale, treasurer
Tamnny Priest, and social chairman Jill
Vandegriff, Schwitzer Hall welcomed the
freshmen to campus and to an exciting
residence hall decorated in different his-
torical eras. Orientation Assistants from
Schwitzer also made the first week at But-
ler an exciting one for the freshman wom-
en. The women of Schwitzer Hall then
showed their enthusiasm to the whole
campus at TKE Fall Fest, when they won
the women's overall trophy. Shortly there-
after, third-year pharmacy student Trish
Devine placed third in the Oueen contest
at Homecoming. Christmas was celebrat-
ed at Schwitzer Hall with a tree decorat-
ing party in the newly carpeted lobby, and
with a romantic Winter Wonderland
dance at the Ramada Inn West. Despite
their active participation in campus
events, the women of Schwitzer Hall
earned a third place on the University
scholarship rating, and brought home the
Intramural sports trophy.
At the beginning of thie second semes-
ter, the women of Schwitzer Hall adopted
colors, red and royal blue, and a flower,
the white carnation, to represent them.
But that's not all. The women of
Schwitzer Hall showed their colors, and
more, at the Spring Formal at LaScala.
Later they paired with the men of Delta
Tau Delta to win three trophies at Spring
Sing — first place in ticket sales, second
overall, and third in the banner competi-
tion. During the show, Schwitzer resident
Lisa Muscara was named Outstanding
Freshman Student. In Spring Weekend,
Schwitzer Hall placed first in the APO
Blood Drive, and won the Delt penny run
by donating $93.83. Later, Schwitzer
residents were the fastest pit crew in the
Phi Psi 500, and paired with Ross Hall to
win the overall honors. Schwitzer Hall also
became a member of the National Asso-
ciation of College and University Resi-
dence Halls during 1984. Schwitzer Hall
— definitely getting better all the time!
Moving into Sch
Practicing with the nnen of Tau Kappa Epsilon for Stunts
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Schwitzer
Hall
FRONT ROW (R to L): Pat Davis. Sally
Hamrick, Stacia Yoon. Tristi Devine, Mary
Phillips, Mona McNeely, Nancy Babbitt;
SECOND ROW: Deb Awl. Carol Mader.
Mary Kazmierczak. Elaina Camacaris.
Garlene Greathouse. Jennifer Dawson.
Melina Hatjigeorgiou, Cynthia Basse;
THIRD ROW: Deb Oldham. Patty Walsh.
Susie Kielbasa. Audri Reutell, Linda Berger,
Susie Crossman.
THIRD
FLOOR
FRONT ROW (R to L): Pat Davis. Carol
Johnson. Joyce Anderson, Kris Towell,
Alisa Judy. Laura Mueller, Barb Kern,
Anne-Marie Campion, Denlse Herriott,
Robin Thorp; SECOND ROW: Laura
Strickler, Michelle DeMent, Carol Paddock.
Dea Cheatham, Shannon Cagle. Dawn
Caldwell, Susan Robinson, Kim Kindt,
Karen Maloian; THIRD ROW: Robin
Bredemeyer, Gail Wessling, Ann Parrel!.
Terri Kopel. Sally Francis, Prill Gibb,
Heather Taylor. Mary Ann Palestino, Anita
Hale, Tammy Priest. Carol Nader.
SECOND
FLOOR
FRONT ROW (R to L): Tina Clay, Pat
Davis. Michelle Haymaon. Cheryl Young,
Amy Kiltoil. Susan Ivy, Lisa Washburn,
Jennifer Noe. Erica Muschitz, Mary Strater.
Suzanne Pierce, LeIly Rhoadarmer;
SECOND ROW: Mary Wheatley. Anna
Tomko. Kayrn Williams, Karen Knotts, Elisa
Rosann Johns, Debbie Rybak. Valerie
Sullivan, Bonnie Mann, Tina North. Jenny
Fisher. Lisa Beard, Lori Lekarczak, Julie
Cope. Carol Maser; THIRD ROW: Erin
Reas. Caria Gappinger. Margaret Hines.
Allison Green. Tammy Burpo, Deb Sullivan.
Dana Henshell. Carol Van Goey.
FIRST
FLOOR
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Tau
Kappa
Epsilon
The 1983-84 school year was a busy
one for the men of Tau Kappa Epsilon.
The year started in TKE tradition by
treating the Butier campus to the largest
all-campus party, Fall Fest. The house
was also host to a Pre-Keg Roll Rally for
the National Keg Roll Team which was
under the leadership of Eric Murphy.
For the fourth year in a row, the men at
715 West Hampton took the all-sports
trophy. Academically, TKE's ranked fifth
out of the eight male housing units on
campus with a G.P.A. of 2.697 after the
first semester.
Many members of the Gamma-Psi are
very active on campus. Junior Dave Cala-
bro was selected as one of the Overall
Spring Sing directors, and Bill Fecher was
the editor of the Carillon. Gregg and Eric
Murphy are also athletic record holders
for Butler, Gregg in the pole vault and Eric
in the high jump.
1983 president Gregg Murphy also led
the house into the second semester when
the house welcomed 18 new initiates.
This made the Gamma-Psi the largest fra-
ternity on campus with 54 members.
Mark Giota president for 1984, will lead
the TKE's into the 1984-85 school year
when the house will be sporting a new
$22,000 kitchen.
FRONT ROW (Left to Right); Todd Hudacko. Jeff
Saureteig, Steve Hartley. Brent Shike; SECOND
ROW: Chris Rinefort, Brian Hoskings. (i/larc Orelup.
Tom Butler. John Garirtg. Gregg Ivlurphy, Dave Rob-
bins; THIRD ROW: Doug Tienken. (vlark Carlson.
Dave Schuman, Nick Kile, Lon Wyotola, N/larc
Rheardon, Bob Griffon. Jeff Murphy. Brad Sowers,
Jay Sandhu, Bill Fecher, Joe Daily, Ira McAilley,
Dave Caiabro, Tom Scheller, Rob Chrobat, Jeff
Hughes; FOURTH ROW: Joe Helstrom. Scott Phil-
lips, Derik Hovi/itt. John Weaver, Todd Hustel, Mark
Kilbride. Brad Daberko. Mike Coon. Jeff Ellis. Jack
Runk; FIFTH ROW: Brad Evi^ing, Mark Ciota.
Cheerleader Ira McAlley fired up crowds all over
campus.
Dave Friedrich taking life easy during Orientation
Week.
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Alpha
Phi
Robin Cox takes part in archery for Alptia Phi
The women of Alpha Phi had another
exciting year, starting off when 24 fresh-
man pledged the house, bringing the total
size of the house up to 71. The freshman
Alpha Phi's began the year off right when
they won Freshmen Skits.
Over Homecoming weekend, the entire
house came together, to take the overall
Award in the women's division for the
second year in a row. Contributing to that
victory was a first-place finish in the Tug-
Of-War with the men of Sigma Nu.
Individuals in the house also made a big
splash in campus activities. Lori Jean Go-
lichowski was very active in Student As-
sembly and was selected as one of the
Top Ten Outstanding Females on campus
at the end of the year. Jamie Egolf also
became the 1983 Fall Fest Queen.
The women of Alpha Phi also raised
around $300.00 for their philanthropy,
the American Heart Association.
FRONT ROW (left to Right): B Downard, J. Grouse,
S. Spurgin, T. Joyce, L, Phillips; SECOND ROW: T
MacKay, MVickery, R. Johardes. J. McNabney. L.
tVlcKinney, S. Maxwell. D. Letfel. T LeGrand, M
Bridgeweser. S Messaglia. K Shrock, J. Egolf;
THIRD ROW: L Combs, L. Rundquist. S. Gerner. S.
Schoentrup. G Bott, R. Wagoner, R, Cox. K. Hazs-
lip. S Woolard, A, Erickson, L, Blome. L. Crowell, K.
Starnes; FOURTH ROW: S Baron, S. Milosovich. J
Branson, R. Potesta.
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D.G. Bethany Holycross, Top Female
student.
184 • DELTA GAMMA
Delta
Gamma
The women of Delta Gamma finished
the 1983-84 school year in high fashion
by promoting the annual Anchor Splash;
however, that was not the only high point.
The house reached capacity of 68
women when 21 freshman pledged the
house. They used this strength to win Ge-
neva Stunts with the men of Lambda Chi
Alpha, and swept the YMGA events when
they also took top honors in Spring Sing
with the men of Ross Hall. Singing was
not their only victory, however. House
president Bethany Holycross won Top
Female Student honors, along with third
place in the Homecoming Queen compe-
tition.
Other individuals also took great roles
in other campus activities. Susan Chester
took second place in the TKE Fall Fest
Queen competition. Lisa Uesugi was one
of the two overall Spring Sing Directors.
Qther D.G.'s also held important posi-
tions on the Collegian, Lambda Sigma,
and Student Assembly.
FRONT ROW (Left to Right): Sarah Mottaz. Nan
Brumitt, Becky Smith, Patty Abel. Cathy Leeds. Lisa
Clark, Sara Howey; SECOND ROW: Chris Codding-
ton. Suzanne Alman, Carrie Wallis. Ellen Brumitt.
Colleen Wilson; THIRD ROW: Stacy Acton, Kathy
Lucenko. Anne Hoyt, Amy Wells, Lisa Berger. Shel-
ley Sunbury, Marci Klestil. Lori (ulelsa; FOURTH
ROW: Laura Carroll, Crystal Nichols, Nancy Cham-
bers, Alice Leonhart. Angela Serafino, Lori Hardin,
Debbie Zinn, Teri Vlasak, Bridget Brennan, Debbie,
Laura Dearth, Jancy KuwasakI, Ann Wilson, Lori
Jones, Beth Scearce, Jo Franklin, Barb Nussa;
FIFTH ROW: Cathleen Stewart, Maria Hendrickson,
Cindy Smith, Lisa Uesugi, Susan Paulsrud, Paula
Arnold, Michelle Bone, Susan Chester, Jean Lake,
Maggie Sammer, Michelle Townsend, Bethany Holy-
cross
#
^JJ Getting ready tor a "banner" rush.
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Changing Kappa tires.
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Kappa
Kappa
Gamma
The women of Kappa Kappa Gamma
started off their year with a very active
Homecoming Weekend. Senior Anne Sul-
livan was selected as the 1983 Home-
coming Queen. Also, the Kappa Pickers
performed at an afternoon event on the
Mall.
Those were not the only high points of
the Kappa year. Michelle Fishback took
top honors in the penny voting for Alpha
Phi Queen of Hearts. The freshmen, num-
bering twenty-one in a house of seventy,
took second place honors in Freshmen
Skits.
Two Kappas were named Outstanding
Female Students, Jill Lear and Kerry Aik-
man. Also, Rene' Evans proved to be a
year-round athlete participating in Volley-
ball, Basketball, and Softball.
The women also raised money for their
philanthropy, the Family Support Center,
as they took part in many activities asso-
ciated with this organization located in
Indianapolis.
FRONT ROW (Left to Rigtit): Betsy Waugh, Cindy
Jackson: SECOND ROW: Jennifer King. Judy Hop-
per, Bel<l<i Krueger, Ute Fincfi, Nancy Bailey, Katie
Lindl<ey, Kerr Sloss, Julie Arnold, Joanne Hoerner,
Jill Kimmel. Meredith Brastiear, Tfieresa Haskamp;
THIRD ROW: Jamie Stiver, Ivlicfiele Rose, Jennifer
Pennington. Rene Evans, Cfieryl Frantz, Diane
Storey, tvlissy Butler. Kristen Noble. Anne Shackel-
ford, Anne Sullivan, Dana Richards. Donna Ford.
Dorothy "fi/lom" Hall; IN THE WINDOWS: Stacy
Waymire, Kate Egan, Chris Essington, Dale Carlson,
Lymm Cackenzie. Debbie Schoettle, Aimee Kulusic,
Vicki Gianakos, Bicky Brooks, Kris Bell.
Having fun, the Kappa way,
at Greek Week,
Staci Hewig, #1 singles player.
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Keeping track of all the scores at the Phi Psi 500.
Tony Bushnell shoots for the Phi
Psi I.M, team.
Phi Kappa
Psi
The men of Phi Kappa Psi finished out
the 1983-84 school year with a very suc-
cessful Phi Psi 500. However, that event
was only the fitting end for a long and
successful year.
The house started the year pledging
ten men, all of whom were initiated, bring-
ing the size of the house up to 38. The
spirit of the house came through as they
won the Spirit Award at three events; TKE
Fall Fest, Homecoming, and Spring
Weekend. They also took second place in
Geneva Stunts.
The house in best known for its aca-
demic record. They regained the Scholar-
ship Trophy this year after a one year
hiatus. They had seven men on the top
Butler Student's List, and claimed the top
male freshmen student, Tom Goodwin.
Phi Psi's also held executive positions in
Student Assembly, Carillon, Lambda
Sigma, IFC, and YMCA.
One of the highlights of the year was
when the men at the house spent the day
with Indianapolis adoptive children at a
picnic in Hinkle Field house.
;S8 » PHI KAPPA PSI
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Alpha Chi Omega
Enjoying the first snow of tfie winter of 1983-84 are Alpha Chi Omega sisters, from
left to right. Stacy Seltman. Debbie Saim, Kathleen Etchison, Cheryl Byrum. and
Carol Harrison.
The women of Alpha Chi Omega had
another banner year as they completed
their 59th year on Butler's campus. Be-
ginning in the fall when twenty-five wom-
en pledged the house, the members of
the Alpha Chi Chapter of Alpha Chi Ome-
ga met one success after another.
The year started out bright when Mi-
chelle Martin took first place in the water-
melon eating contest at Watermelon Cen-
sored. Sisters continued their winning
ways by taking first place in the raft race
over Homecoming Weekend. They also
placed third in the Spring Sing contest
with the men of Lambda Chi Alpha.
The women at 725 West Hampton were
also very active in raising money for their
philanthropy, Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
A high point in this school year wasSwhen
Carol Harrison, nominated along with oth-
er Alpha Chi's for Top Outstanding Stu-
dents, placed second in the Homecoming
Oueen contest. Overall, the seventy
members of Alpha Chi Omega had a very
fun-filled year.
Front Row; Stacey Seltman. Kris Lederer, Cyndi Hageboeck, Thelma Antolin. Laura
Hedrick. Cathy Pullen. Second Row; Karen Kasameyer, Renee Haynes. Cindy
Poler-npa. Cassandra Buckley. Astra Liepa, Michelle Martin, Emily Patterson, Jayn
'l-nieth, Hallie Miller, Brenda Barnes, Shea Vara, Beth Auffrey. Julie Arvin. Debbie
!,i;-e, Elizabeth Andry, Terry Schnarr, Amy Ashby. Leigha Hudson. Third Row;
iihieen Etchison, Kim Wicks, Jackie Acimovich, Laura Jennings, Kathy Lowary.
Mindy Forror, Melissa Kilhefner, Karen Sheely, Lynn Radz, Jackie Simonian, Christie
Harvey. Melissa Futrell, Karen Viebrock. Jill Muensterman. Monique Hamby. Laurie
Stodghill, Ivy Fleischer. Jamie Harris. Kelly Robinson. Fourth Row; Sheri Huntwork.
Sharon Williams. Susan Zetzl. Jan Garvin. Debbie Salm, Cheryl Byrum. Gina Wil-
liams, Brenda Lawrence, Anne Calkins, Julie Hall. Kim Markovich, Cindy Merris.
Nancy Nichols. Bonnie Gavins. Ann Tully Fifth Row; Hilary Jenkins, Sally Mathis,
Trish Mras, Maria Kuhn. Mary Harmon. Shanna Brodie. Cathy Clark, Peggy Rod-
gers. Tammy Deeter. Carol Harrison, Lynn Stout, Liz O'Connell, Tessa Antolin.
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Delta
Delta
Delta
Moving the new sisters in
The women of Delta Delta Delta urged
freshmen women to "Try-Delta" and sev-
enteen women responded to the call
bringing the size of the house up to forty.
The spirit of these women drove them
to take the spirit award at TKE Fall Fest.
They followed this victory with another in
the APO blooddrive. They also took top
honors in the Alpha Phi Sweepskates
Overall and the Delta Gamma Anchor
Splash Overall.
Tri-Delta women also played important
roles in campus activities. Susan Pip-
penger was selected as one of the Ten
Outstanding Females. Other women also
took important roles in Student Assem-
bly, music programs, and Mortar Board.
nun
Taking part in the Outrageous Relay.
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Kappa
Alpha
Theta
The women of Kappa Alpha Theta
opened a very successful year when thirty
women pledged the house, bringing the
size of the house up to seventy.
The Theta's started the year by winning
the Audience Favorite Award for Geneva
Stunts, with the men of Sigma Chi.
The women of Kappa Alpha Theta are
also very active in campus activities. Heidi
Nadeau was captain of the cheerleading
squad, which included her sorority sisters
Charlotte Morrow and Mindy Mclntire.
Lisa Creech was also the captain of the
Half-Time Honeys. Maureen Comerford,
in addition to being the Homecoming
Queen candidate from the Theta house,
was also co-chairman of the student por-
tion of the Annual Telefund. In the Tele-
fund, the Theta team received over 300
pledges, putting them in the top three
teams.
The women at 825 West Hampton, as
one of the oldest sororities on Butler's
Campus, look forward to many successful
years.
Mindy Mclntire. clowning around before rush.
Theta support at the Phi Psi 500.
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Lambdi Chi
Alpha
"Successful" is the word that best de-
scribes the 1983-84 school year for the
men of Lambda Chi Alpha. The Lambda
Chi's were off to a good start when eleven
men associated in the fall.
Highlights of the year included winning
the overall Homecoming trophy in the
male housing unit division and capturing
first place in Geneva Stunts with the wom-
en of Delta Gamma. In the spring, the
Lambda Chi's were presented with the
Lamp of Wisdom Award, distinguishing
them as the outstanding student organi-
zation on Butler's campus.
As well as donating a sizeable sum of
money to United Cerebral Palsy, the
group also gave a lot of time and man-
power. They participated in the United
Cerebral Palsy Telethon on Channel 13,
Walk for Joey, educational workshops,
and various outings for the victims of Ce-
rebral Palsy.
In the spring semester, two additional
men associated with the Alpha Alpha
Zeta chapter to bring the house size up to
fifty members.
Catch
Falling off the watermelon, at Censored.
Winning chips at Greek Week.
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Pi Beta
Phi
Founded:
IVIonmoutti College
Founded At
Butler:
August 27, 1897
Name Of
Chapter:
Indiana Gamma
Colors:
Wine, Silver, Blue
Flower:
Wine Carnation
Philanthnopy:
Cancer Society
Having (un at the Pi Ph
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Chi
Senior Demi Allen, last year's Top-Male
Student, led the men of Sigma Chi into
another banner year. Pledging twenty-
seven men, the men at 655 West Hamp-
ton began the year by winning the water-
melon volleyball game at Watermelon
Censored. This athletic prowness was
also evident as they gave the men of Tau
Kappa Epsilon a run for their money in
competition for the all-sports trophy in
almost every sport.
Sigma Chi's also played for Butler's in-
tercollegiate teams, including basketball
and men's tennis. Individually, the men
were leaders on campus. Allen, in addi-
tion to being president of the house, was
the number one singles player and co-
chairman of the student portion of the
Annual Telefund. The men of Sigma Chi
were one of the eight teams that partici-
pated. The entire house is looking forward
to the years to come.
Getting the pass off before the rush.
Championship Watermelon Volleybal Demi Allen, always active.
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Sigma
Nu
The men of Sigma Nu excelled in athlet-
ics this year, having a member of the
house play a l<ey role in almost all the
sports. However, they also fared well
against competition here on campus.
With the women of Alpha Phi, they took
top honors in the Tug-of-War competi-
tion. They also won the watermelon toss
at Watermelon Censored.
Individually, Sigma Nu's hold several
school records. Mike Hockett holds re-
cord in the 1 10 meter high hurdles. Sigma
Nu's also hold leadership posititions as
captains in many of the other sports. Curt
Roy, captain of the football team, was
placed 18th in the nation in total offense.
Division
In the fall, ten freshman pledged the
house bringing it up to a size of thirty-
seven men. The house raised money for
its philanthropy, the Children Abuse Cen-
ter of Indianapolis.
FRONT ROW (left to Right): Mike Hocl<ett. Glen
Hudson, George Duty. Greg Crawford. Wayne
Smitfi: SECOND ROW: Jon Jacobson. Andy Sales,
Steve Knieper. Tom Pucfiley. Vince Freeman, Rick
Streiff. Bill Sylvester. Jeff Palmer, Mike Mewborn,
Brian Toronada; THIRD ROW: Ed Lees. Blake
Skiles. Jeff Vest. Jim Camp, Tony Sales. Todd Vo-
gel. Mike Goins. and Mike Rudisill
Record-setting Curt Roy unleasfies anotfier pass. Sigma Nu Jeff Vest paddles in ttie Raft Race.
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Commuters
The men and women of the Commuter
Association comprise almost one-third of
all students at Butler. And this year, their
numbers spoke for their activities. Taking
part in more activities and in more num-
bers, this was the most successful year
for the Commuters.
The Commuters made their biggest im-
pact through individuals. Three of the
senior classs officers were Commuters.
Kevin Ault was President, Coleen
McGarry was Vice President, and Charles
Goff was Secretary-treasurer. Kevin Ault
was also selected as one of the Top-Ten
Male students, and Coleen McGarry was
selected as one of the Top-Ten Female
students, as was Jennifer Aikman.
The Commuters as a group also took
part in campus activities. With the women
of Delta Delta Delta, they took third place
in Geneva Stunts. They also did well in
several intramural sports.
Under the leadership of Carole Schafer,
they also became more of a unit. This
year, many picnics and other activities
designed by commuters for commuters
went over well. The biggest gathering of
the year was the annual Christmas Party.
A surprised Commuter Association President, Carole Schafer.
A clneerful commuter
Decorating the tree at the Christmas Party.
Dancing around the tree.
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Connection To
Beautiful
Flowers
MAY SHADLEY — OWNER O5410 North College Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220 TOBI^OI?
Phone: 253-2323 IBTTtt^crai
Catering
And
Delicatessen
3002 East 56th Street
317/259-1787
'Catering For All Occasions'
ADVERTISING • 203
RTORS,inC.
LARGEST MIDWEST
MERIT SHOP ELEVATOR
CONTRACTOR —
MANUFACTURER—MAINTENANCE
%GEO. S. OLIVE SCO.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
Auditing
Advisory Services
Financial Planning
Computer Systems Consulting
Tax Counseling & Preparation
Accounting Services & Assistance
For Business or Personal
Financial Interests.
320 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204
(317) 267-8400
OFFICES THROUGHOUT INDIANA
In The Market For An Architectural
Finn As Involved With Indiana
As You Are?
^^tB
Col James. 317/547-9441
CD
City Market, Trie Indiana Convention —
Eyposition Center, Dow Ctiemical, Central Soya
Planning For The Future Of Butler University
And The White River Park Pumphouse
All Have Two Things In Cominon:
Indiana Architects & Engineers, inc, and James
ja
Associates
James Associates
Architects & Engineers, Inc. Director Of Marketing, 2828 E, 45th
St,
Box 55809, Indianapolis IN 46205
S04 • ADVERTISING
KnPMN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
PREPARE FOR:
MCAT- DAT* LSAT
GRE • GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO • GMAT
PCAT • OCAT • VAT • CPA • NURSING BOARDS
Call Or Visit Us:
Indianapolis Area
Stanley H. Kaplan Ed. Ctr,
2511 East 46th Street
Su^e V-5
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205
317/546-8336
Permanent Centers In More Than 1 15 Major Cities 8c Abroad
For Information About Other Centers Outside N.Y. State Call 800-
223-1782
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H
IS PROUD TO BE THE
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS
OF THE
1984 CARILLON
Philip M. SItbon
Representative
CL
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PORTRAf NEGATIVES AVAILABLE FOI
YEARS!
80 Atlantic Avenue • Lynbrook, NY 11563 • (516) 5
206 • /ADVERTISING
KINNEY DANCEWEAR
SUPPLIES FOR THE
Dancer • Skater •
• Gymnast
255-8111
2434 East 62nd Street, Indianapolis, IN
46220
THE WHISTLE
STOP
Sausage And
Cheese House
_^ Party Trays
Private Catering
901 East 64th St, • Indianapolis, IN 46220
251-1932
INDY BOOK NOOK
Quality Used Paperbacks • All Categories
Look Hours
FIME PASTRIES
GOURMET COFFEE
Bythepoundo. bvlhtiupl {^^'
MOM -SAT 9 AM- 12:30 AM
SUN 10 AM - 1 1 PM
817 BRORDRippic (ivc. inDiAnnpoiif. inDinnfl
259-1244
GLEN LAKE
PLAZA
65th & Keystone
Indpls., IN
46220
255-5852
For Your Favorite
Reading
Tucked Away In
Indy Book
Nook
10:00 AM
To
5:00 PM
Monday
Through)
Saturday
Indiana National@ Pioneers In Bankingi
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PATRONS
Terri And John Johnson
English Department
Eugene F. Ratliff
Mr. And Mrs. Herbert Simon
Lois And Jack Lee
Joe Sexson
Mary And John Marsh
Mr. And Mrs. J.R. Zapapas
Mr. And Mrs. Robert E.
Wildman
Mr. And Mrs. Thomas M.
Scanlon
• Dr. And Mrs. Sam N. Regenstrief
CD
COLOPHON
This year's Carillon, Volume 2, was printed
by Josten's American Yearbook Company in
Clarl<sville, Tennesse. The 208 page book was
printed on Frost White Gloss Enamel 80 pound
paper stock. Six-hundred books were pro-
duced for $13,000 at a cost of $10 to $15
each.
The cover artwork was a two color silk-
screen design of Blue (#350) and silver (#329)
on Baskin Street (#517) 160 point Pavey
Board. The artwork was done by Josten's
American Yearbook Company.
The color photographs were separated on
AYC's Hell HC-300 Laser Scanner and the 8
pages of color were printed on a Niller 4 Color
process offset printer.
All type was set on AYC's Autologic APS-5C
photoelectric/computerized typesetter. The
typeface used in the book was Helvetica, utiliz-
ing 30-36 point for headlines, 10 point for body
copy, and 8 point for picture captions. The
emphasis phase used bold typeface.
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